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The Upper Falls of the Genesee River, Rochester, N. Y. — 18
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Bausch and Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. -- 21

1944 Certificate of Membership
PERMANENT ADDRESS OF OWNER

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL RED CROSS
Vat. Fund Contribution $

Name
Street

R

Cross Le esentative

Chairman

City and State

A Clubhouse Is Their Go al
Goal of these campaign workers is $10,000
to provide a clubhouse for the Federation
of Negro Women's Clubs. From left are Mrs.
Horace Jentons, Mrs. Arthur Byrd, general

REG. U S. PAT OFF, COPP. 1948 BY UNITED FEATURE SYNDICATE

The Katzenjaminei Kids are now fifty years old

chairman; M. Vincent Anthony and Mrs.
Cyril Taylor. The campaign will run to
Apr. 30. Headquarters is at 159 Troup St.
Organization is 22 years old.

Female Charitable Soviet
Did 'Spade Work' Resultin
In City's 2nd Hospital
By ARCH MERRILL

A CENTURY ago it really was a man's world—theoretically.
1-7k

Woman's place was in the home and she stayed there—
theoretically. She could not vote and she aid not mingle with
the other sex in tap rooms - (at least nice ladies didn't). She
was a clinging vine, a sheltered creature who left all affairs
outside the running of her household to the men—theoretically.

THE 1880s brought many improvements, such as running water,
tor. In 1880 the City Hospital
opened a nurses' training school,
the first in Rochester and the
twelfth in the nation. The first
class had four graduates. Nurses
then wore blue-striped uniforms,
with tight fitting waist, trailing
skirt, apron and bib and flat-heel,ed, broad-toed shoes.
An advance in science is. recorded in the doctors' minutes of
1888 when it was recommended
that "a standard solution of high
wines be adopted as a substitute
for whisky in the interest of
economy and temperance, for
prescriptions of ward patients."

Actually she was forever arous- The Female Society's share, $800,
., ing the social conscience of the ' went to the hospital, along with
community, starting good works profits from "a moral lecture" by
Hospitals in many cities today
and helping to keep them going P. T. Barnum, The cholera scourge have Twigs, volunteer groups of
of 1849 helped the campaign. Some
through difficult times.
women performing many services.
It was the women of Roches- prominent residents remembered They all stem from the first Twig
ter who cradled the City Hos- the hospital in their last wills and that grew out of a City Hospital
pital that is the General today. testaments. But progress was slow. sewing society in 1887. At present
In 1857, a decade after the City the General has 70 Twigs with
In 1822 when the mill town was Hospital's incorporation, the Sissome 1.000 members.
in its swaddling clothes, some of ters of Charity opened St. Mary's
In 18,56 Dr. Henry T. Williams
its leading women formed the Hospital at the Bull's Head.
gave the City Hospital its first amRochester Female Charitable SoFinally, in 1860, construction of bulance, a horse-drawn affair with
. ciety. It exists today, Rochester's
an appropriate color scheme—black
oldest philanthropic organization. the City Hospital began. Slowly
the 4-story brick building, that is and blue. Up to 1895 when the
One of its major services was
part of the central. section of the Homeopathic Hospital was given
visiting the sick. The little city
present General Hospital, rose,,; its own Apabulance, which it shared
was split into 14
well back from the street. Work) With the other hospitals, one city
districts, with
was halted when funds ran out.. owned ambulance, housed at the
SECOND
each member of
The women never gave up. In De-:
central police station, served the
OF A
the Society recember, 1863, they heft a weekwhole city. When it went out, two
sponsible for her
long bazaar in Corinthian Halll
SERIES
policemen sat'beside the driver. The
own sector.
and raised $10,000 for the hospital . city physician, responding to emerThe ladies
fund.
gency calls on his bicycle, often
from the best Third Ward fam-,
ilies saw the filth and squalor of{ ,;..'the City Hospital was formal- arrived after the ambulance -..had
the shacks along the new Canal. ly opened on Jan. 29, 1864, in the taken the patient away. Such keen
rivalry developed among rival hosThey saw how inadequately the fourth year of the terrible Civil
pital ambulance drivers that the
poor were cared for, particularly Mar. Two days later it received
commissioner of public safety had
during the cholera and other epi- its first patient, a- Maggie
to issue orders limiting ambulance
demics. .They drafted a memorial O'Brien afflicted with a tape
speed to a trot.
to the city fathers, urging that
worm. It was manned by a suthe city physician give more atThe City Hospital built a barn
perintendent, a matron, a paid
on its property to house its new
tention to the indigent.
woman nurse, a male volunteer
ambulance and horse. It was near
They early realized the need of
the old ice house and morgue, long
a public hospital and in 1845 formed nurse, a cook and a laundress.
a committee toward- that end. They Almost immediately the govern- since vanished from the scene.
The driver was outfitted modishly
may have been clinging vines but in
ent utilized the hospital for the
they wielded some influence. For care of sick and wounded soldiers, in a blue uniform and a cloth'
they induced the Common Council as it had St. Mary's 3 years earlier. hat to match. Best remembered
of the City. ambulance horses was
to grant $200 toward the care of Intwo
years, 448 Boys in Blue one named Dobbin. There was a
t
I
sick people whom they had installed were cared for in the new brick
strange lack of originality among
in the Home for the Friendless building and in the tents that were'
hospital people at the time because
-which the Society helped support. pitched on the' large lawns.
St. Mary's also had a famous DobThey also rented quarters for the
* * -3bin. After long service, the City's
ill and destitute. But these were
THE CITY HOSPITAL began to Dobbin was retired and pastured
only makeshifts.
sprout wings after the war, the near the hospital. Whenever he
The good ladies never stopped 3-story East wing in 186,5 and the saw the ambulance dashing out on,
a call, Dobbin would work himtheir campaigning for a hospi_ West wing in 1871.
A pioneer on the staff of the City self up into such a frenzy that only
tal and they aroused enough publie interest so that on May 7, Hospital, as well as St. Mary's, was the fence restrained him from going
1347 the Rochester City Hospital Dr. Edward Mott Moore, the physi- along. He was like an old fire
horsle hearing a gong ringing in the
was incorporated—without one cian whose name is venerated as n
woman on its 12-man board of "The Father of the City Park Sys- night.
directors. It was a hospital with- tem." He envisioned, a fine medGeorge Edmunds is the oldest
ical school in connection with the
out funds, site or building.
City Hospital and for that purpose employe of the General Hospital
In 1851 the Female Charitable' influenced the building of the ro- today. He came there first in
1905, a young man, but with the
Society asked the city fathers for tunda and dome that once surrecord of having driven every
the site_of the abandoned Western mounted the central section. On
other ambulance in the city. He
the
grounds
were
two
frame
pavilCemetery in Buffalo (West 'Main)
ions for patients with communic- and his ambulances were at the
St. The fences were broken down,
able diseases. On the south side, disasters, the Sibley fire, the
monuments were being defaced
was a huge willow tree that hung wreck of the GAR train at Manand cattle and hogs roamed over
over the iron railing to which the chester. They knew the great
the graves. The city had acquired
smallpox and influenza epidemics.
doctors hitched their horses.
Mount Hope but had not yet reIn those days those physicians op- In 1910 the City Hospital got its
moved the pioneer dead from the
erated without gloves or masks, in first motorized ambulance, the
old burying ground. It was not untheir street clothes, in carpeted gift of Mrs. Warham Whitney,
til 1857 that title was obtained to rooms. There were no diet kitchens, and George shifted from reins to
the site for a City Hospital.
no clinical records, no segregation steering wheel. He's still driving
The name was a misnomer. Oth- of patients, no oxygen tents, none for the General.
er than giving a paltry $7,000 for of a hundred and one things that —
hospital purposes—and that only are commonplace hospital equipon condition that the sponsors ment today. Patients slept on
1- 'W
■Vt.-. 0 I
raise $5,000 within a year—the city wooden beds, on straw-filled ticks. 1% "trt" " "
never -supported the City Hospital Wagons hauled water drawn from
wells in barrels to the hospital. 0......i./rAtite•Ar7
nor did it ever control it.
The women raised most of the The gas lights were turned off at
fund. Jenny Lind, "The Swedish 9 p in and candles sufficed for the
Nightingale," gave two concerts rest of the night. Yet the City Has-:
in Corinthian Hall in 1851 and do- pital always was abreast of its
nated the proceeds to charities. times and it pioneered in many
ways.

r

lr

The City Hospital had one Of the
first X-ray machines in 1896, when
experiments in that field were dangerous indeed. They cost Dr. Louis
A. Weigel his life and Dr. F. D.
Andrew his arm.
In .1903 when the famous Dr.
Adolph Lorenz was conducting a
clinic in bloodless surgery, his patient, a boy with a club foot, ceased
to breathe. The doctor restored
'him through artificial respiration
and the name of the City Hospital
splashed into• the headlines.
* * *
WITH THE PASSING YEARS
the hospital out West Main
Street kept spreading its wings. A
half million dollar gift of George
Eastman in 1906 helped its expansion. Eastman made only one stipulation, that a medical annex for
contagious diseases be built. The
era of pesthouses and outside pavilion's was over.
In 1911 the name of the hospital
was changed to the Rochester General Hospital. It became the first
in the nation to start a school of
medical photography. It kept pioneering under the new name.
This old hospital has a notable
record in four American wars. Its
earliest patients were Union soldiers. 'Its physicians and nurses
flocked to the colors in every war
since. In World War 1 Base Hospital 19, which served in France, was
organized at the General Hospital.
In World War 2 the 19th General
Hospital kept up the proud tradition of overseas service.
* -xIT WAS LONG AGO that the
good ladies of .the Female ,
Charitable Society, their hearts
touched by the state of the indigent ill in a raw young mill
town, began their campaign for
a City Hospital. The fruit of
their devotion, the little brick
hospital of 1864, has grown into
an imposing pile of hiuldings
with all the modern equipment
and methods.
In one respect it has not
changed one whit—and that is
the friendly, home-like atmosphere that pervades it.

General Hospital's modern facilities are a far cry from
those of the "private room" pictured above, which represented ultimate in service as late as 1910. Perhaps it was
"homey" but it lacked the antiseptic appearance of today's
streamlined rooms. At right is a onetime familiar picture
of the dome surmounting the West Main. St. entrance. Dome k
long has been gone. Note long-skirted nurses on the walk. '1
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SUBWAY RAMP....A HAZARD
Removal of ramp leading down into subway, St., and provide room for additional parkleft above, would allow widening of Broad ing meters. City engineers have made plans.
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History Group
Lists Session
THE Amateur Historians will
meet Tuesday evening at the
home of the organization secretary, Clyde E. Van Houten in Albemarle St.
Mr. Van Houten will be the speaker and will discuss some of his 30
hobbies, illustrating them. On display will be his many scrapbooks,
containing 250 pictures of cobblestone houses, pictures of parades,
and clippings and pictures of historical events and places.
_Hodachrorne movies made on
many of his trips will also be
shown.

Here is the home of Mornaonism, with the statue of the
Angel Moroni atop Hill Cumorah near Palmyra. The angel
is said to have given the golden tablets to Joseph Smith.

Building in foreground is information bureau.

••".,,,*.:••:•..,•.-

•

Housetops of Palmyra
This helicopter view of neighboring Palmyra'•
shows to excellent advantage the village's
famous four-corners churches, one at each
corner of the main intersection.

Churchillian Relic
Mrs. Sarah Ziegler, custodian of the historical library at
Palmyra, holds a picture of Winston Churchill's mother,
born Jennie Jerome, whose own mother came from the
village.

MARCH 3, 1948

THEY ALL CALL HER MOTHER
On eve of entering hospital, Mrs. Ethel G.
Chatfield, center, receives good wishes of,
from left, Mrs. William Milligan, Mrs. Sybil

Doyle, Mrs. John Morgan and Mrs. Curtis
Evershed. Mrs. Milligan and Mrs. Evershed
are her daughters. Others "foster children."

Cheery D&C Poems' Author
To Enter Hospital; Has Party
Readers of The Democrat and Chronicle have seen from
time to time a short cheery poem printed in the columns of the
editorial page and signed. "Ethel G. Chatfield."
They may have wondered about the writer. Who is she;
What makes her able to see tiler —
The story behind Mrs. Chatfield's
brighter side of things?
It may come as a surprise to "foster" daughters is of a piece

OCTOBER
Old Winter's just around the bend,
The thought cold shivers through me.
send.
But: yet we have great joy, and
cheer,
The month October still is here.
She flaunts her colors to the breeze.
All red and gold upon the trees. •
And when we view .her purple hills
Our very soul within us thrills.
And we will hate to see her go,
Her beauty and her golden glow
Will linger with us to the end.

It won't be long: in just a while
know that the writer of verses with her warmhearted approach
to life. Though not actually reared
We'll greet old Winter with a smile
with so much youthful verve and by Mrs. Chatfield, the four women
And be it early, be it late,
romantic tenderness is a slightly
He'll come to us as sure as Fate•,
at one time or another have been
He's peeking now, around the be.built, whitehaired grandmother of befriended by the little old lady,
ETHEL G. CHATFIEL'
13 and has a number of greatand have come to so value the
grandchildren.
relationship that they chose to call
TENDERNESS
What's more, Mrs. Chatfield, who her "mother."
There's a tender side of life,
resides at 5 Karges Pl., has been
In
this
world
of war and strife,
Family With Her
a "shut-in" suffering from a heart
A tender word, a tender thought,
Surrounded
by
her
family
last
Things that never may be bought,
condition and other complications
Do not lose them on your way.
for the last 10 years. Yet never night, Mrs. Chatfield talked aniHold them to your heart today,
matedly
about
many
things,
but
has an inkling of her own troubles
never once about her own personal
There's the tender buds of spring,
ever tinged her little poems.
Peeping from the earth's warm
troubles. If she was apprehensive
breast,
Entering Hospital
about the future, there was no sign.
Have you heard the birds that
She once wrote in a reflective
Tomorrow, Mrs. Chatfield is
sing,
Meaning love and tenderness.
entering General Hospital for a mood:
"Suffering teaches us a lot
heck-up on a tumor. Doctors will
New green leaves upon the trees,
decide whether an operation will about life . . . pain is part of life
Kissed by every tender breeze,
Tender green upon the hill,
be necessary—a serious decision
as well as happiuess ... we cannot
Mother nature give a thrill,
because of Mrs. Chatfield's weak
If her pattern we will follow,
lock it away.
heart.
Life will never seem too hollow.
At times, it takes courage to
Undaunted by the prospect, Mrs.
look forward .... but then we have
Cultivate each tender thing,
Chatfield held what she described
Echoes from the heart will ring,
our memories . . . they are very
as a 'going away" party at her
Tender beauty all around,
dear."
On this earth it cloth abound,
home last night at which were
In that may lie the key to the
Seeking peace from Him above,
present her own two daughters, composure of Mrs. Chatfield.
Life complete with tender love.
Mrs. Curtis Evershed, who nurses
ETHEL G. CHATFIELD.
her; Mrs. William Milligan, of 51/2
Karges Pl., and three of four
"foster" daughters, Mrs. Sybil
,
,.
u .....- A
. ■
Doyle, 2598 Mt. Read Blvd.; Mrs. htr . A.-AC rWem 5
r (IAA OK VLIVICAS Lvett,-7
1-0
John Morgan, 267 Benton St., and
Mrs. William Sherwood, 424 Ber.-Isttle, . Lt,... yt.st,As4,
nard St. The fourth foster daughter, Mrs. Gordon Wingheart, 16 A
P1., was ill and unable to attend.
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E MAN KODAK COMPANY

Copyright 1948 by Eastman Kodak Company, Rckchester, N.- Y.

1881 Directory's a Youngster,
Says Owner of 1859 Edition
The 1881 Rochester Directory, featured in the Feb. 5 KODAKERY, may have yellowed and brittle pages, but it still is a youngster compared to one owned by Herb Ingram, KO Medical Sales.
When Ingram, one of whose hobThe University of Rochester listbies is collecting old books, saw
KODAKERY's picture page based ed just 12 men as officers and facon the directory of 1881—the year ulty members.
"In 1881 Rochester was known
in which Gdage Eastman forsook
the banking -business to devote his as the 'Flower City,' but in 1859 it
full time to the Eastman Dry Plate was just budding," says Ingram.
Co.—he brought in a book he had
purchased in a secondhand bookshop a decade ago.
It was the Rochester Daily Union Annual City Directory for 1859
—the first published in the city.
Eastman College

The fifth page, a full-page ad,
is that of "G. W. Eastman's Model
Mercantile College, Wamsley's
Marble Block, 71 Main Street,
Rochester, N.Y.''
G. W. Eastman was George
Washington Eastman, father of the
founder of Kodak.
Young George, then but five
years old, was looking forward to
moving with his mother from Waterville, N.Y., to Rochester the following year to join his father.
Rochester had been chartered as
a city for only 25 years, and the
1859 book contains "an alphabetical list of the heads of families,
business men and mechanics, their
several places of business and residences, and of females acting in the
capacity of artisans and domestics."
Dailey's Line of Stages left the
National Hotel at 3 p.m. for Honeoye Falls and Lima, and J. Phelps'
Line of Stages left the Exchange
Hotel at 3 p.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays for Scottsville
and Mumford.

When Herb Ingram, left, of KO Medical Sales,
spotted KODAKERY's picture of Merritt
Mosher, right, KO Finishing, with a Rochester City Directory of 1881,
he brought out his 1859 Directory, declaring the 1881 one to be an almost-recent issue. Mosher stuck to his point, however, emphasizing
that 1881 was the year George Eastman left the banking business to
devote all his efforts to photography, and Mosher's aunt, Susan B.
Anthony, was residing on Madison Street.
_

Growing Pains —

"IT'S THE COMMON THINGS THAT COUNT"

A ROLL of
FILM

BUT—
Can you picture Rochester without an industry that produces film?

THOMAS J. HARGRAVE
tita ciffialibution to victory in World War 11 is matched hi;

his work now Mc victim-carless in peacetime. As pro,dons of &into.° Kodak Co,. he directed Ow prodachon of
aiany vital 0,517.00 for the war effort. Ho01:m.1y, he war
:a/minted Whin trim ca 00 U. S. blunt 000 beard. An ',mkt
organizing .rittocrica industrial statingth for action
ben and tt minded. Hot stock-piling strategic
and coimainating ococurrincrn for tho armed Vista,.
At Eastman Kodak. meanwhile, he Clio, iv, forward the
iiheral and progreasii, traditions of the late GrO1g, Emitman, Progt •sharing and other employon plan, stn still Om
ruin under latx. llargracb And ao are rho con ipany's intensive
cant:ink project, tic adds to that his own brand of pernonal
iiimmeram. , which dolts back to a modes. S5O-a-month lob
a young lows pun. Hix ricetnon to go into industry Was a
brink for hint, the company 054 the country.
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Dear Professor Wilkinson,
The Editors of 117.1 are writing to thank you for your
recent card written in response to our story in the
August 6th issue on Coney. Island.
1.„
We appreciated haVing your point of view concerning theA,_._
Ferris ',4heel, and because we thought your remarks
would prove interesting to our readers, we halt. decided
to publish them in the August 27th Letters,c olumn.
A complimentary cony of this issue will be mailed tp,
70U under separate cover.
Our thanks again for your trouble in writing.
Sincerely yours,
(-tin ( 5
MITORS
Prof. William Wilkinson
109 Atlantic Avenue
Rochester 7, New York

Sirs:
. . . After the Chicago fair the wheel
was taken .down and re-erected at an
amusement park on the Chicago West
Side, where'T saw it in 1905.
WILLIAM E. MARSH
Oklahoma City, Okla..

WHITHER THE FERRIS WHEEL?

Sirs:

Sirs:
Concerning your interesting article
on Coney Island (LIFE, Aug. 0), I
notice your statement that Coney's
Ferris wheel was transplanted from the
Chicago World's Fair of 1893. I always
thought the wheel was removed to
France for the Paris Exposition. Afterwards it was broken up for scrap iron. ..
HORACE E. FITZER
Ilion, N. Y.

. .. After the Chicago fair was closed,
the Ferris wheel was moved to the North
Side of Chicago, where it attracted
thousands of visitors -over a period of
several years until it was sold to a junk
dealer.
Mr. Ferris would turn over in his
grave at this belittlement of his masterpiece.
RAYMOND G. WILLIAMS
Providence, R. I.

Sirs:
. . . I always supposed the original
Ferris wheel of that fair was transported to the St. Louis Exposition in
1903. I know I saw this wheel in St.
Louis in 1906. A few days later I went
out to see it again and it had been torn
down for scrap. I have a couple of
souvenirs.
PROF. WILLIAM WILKINSON
Rochester, N. Y.

• He would indeed. To set the record
straight, the Coney Island Ferris
wheel came from the Chicago fair by
way of the St. Louis Exposit ion. It was
not, however, the only wheel at-the
Chicago fair.—ED.

THITHER THE FERRIS WHEEL!
Sirs:
Facts supported by original documents and pictures testify to the final
disposition of the original giant Ferris
wheel (Letters to the Editors, LIFE,
Aug. 27). My cousin, the late Luther V.
Rice, was the resident manager and
engineer on the wheel built by George
W. Ferris for the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago.
The wheel did not go to Coney
Island. After the fair it was moved •
from the Midway Plaisance, stored
near Woodlawn Avenue and 61st Street
until 1895 when it was erected at what
is now the location of the Lincoln Park
Post Office, Chicago,
From Chicago the Ferris wheel was
shipped to St. Louis, where it was set
up in 1904 for the St. Louis Exposition.
After th,–",72' ?f this fair the wheel
was torlown an Vold for scrap.

Chicago, Ill.

CfiSkoWARD GILL
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Young Women's Christian Association of Rochester, New York
•

HILL COUNTRY ART
Watercolors of the picturesque Bristol Hill
country by Keith. Pierce of Baptist Hill, near
Canandaigua, have excited much interest

during brief Rochester showing. Above, Miss
Barbara Herrick, 408 Park Ave., pauses to
admire a couple of the paintings.

A few months after his inauguration, Monroe, in characteristic
conscientious fashion, decided to

Nellie and Duke, owned by Roy Shepard, 120 Allen St., and
employed by the Department of Public Works, drink at Plymouth Ave. N, and Brown St. trough, one of the few left.

City Still Has Horse Room

1

5 Drinking Places Checked,
Gamboling Found Falling Off

(Beeney was assigned to check up on the horseroom situation yesterday.
He found no horserooms in evidence, but still room for horses.)
By BILL BEENEY
There is a watering trough for horses at the corner of
Plymouth Ave. N. and Brown St.
It has been there for years, and is one of 15 left in the' city
—15 out of more than 50 which once graced the civic scene.
Yesterday a couple of customers, Afid it was no uncommon sight
standing each with one heavy foot to see a policeman douse an unruly
on the stone base, reminisced about intoxicant into .a horse trough to
help him wash away his sins.
"the good old days".
As Nellie said to Duke yester"Why, said Nellie to Duke,
"years ago they used to stand in
line to get a swig of Hemlock.
And there were troughs in front
of all the old hotels and elsewhere around the city."
Not so today. Business has fallen
off. But there still are 15 in operation. They're owned by the city.
A constant flow of water course's
through them. In recent years, as water consumption has been stepped up, the
horse troughs have gradually been
abandoned, pointed out Louis Hall,
general foreman of the city's Water Works Department. They use
thousands of gallons a year, what
with a steady flow being maintained 24 hours a day.
Remember the old Cathedral
High School era when freshmen
and miscreant school boys received
regular dunkings in the .equine
quaffery at Brown and Frank Sts.?
(Frank is now Plymouth Ave. N.).

day: "Ah, those were the days.
But come on, the drinks are on
me."
"No," said Duke, "let's do this
right. We'll shake for them. Here
goes . . . Ah, that's a man on
you . . And that makes it a man
apiece . . . Okay, you lose."
"As I said," said Nellie, ''the
drinks are on me."
"I don't believe I'll indulge," said
Duke. "Have you forgotten, my
dear? You can lead a horse
water—but you can't make him
drink."
(Note to all thirsty horses: Ifj
you can't remember where the 15?
troughs are located, clip this out
and, paste it on your harness:
Brown and Plymouth, Favor and
Main, Troup and Ford, Adams and
Reynolds, Reynolds and Bartlett,
Platt and Mill, Avenue D and North
Clinton, Portland and Bay, Central
Park and North Goodman, Delaware and Anderson, Kelly and Hudson, North Water and Andrews,
Meigs and South Clinton, Henrietta
and Pappert, and Reservoir and
South Ave.

This pain t e d "fancy" chair, ,
made about 1815, is unusual for
the recessed medallion on the
back splat and the two smaller
ones on the front stretcher.
make a tour of the country to
find out for himself the need for
such legislation.
Instead of being converted to
the cause of roadbuilding, he
came back with his mind unchanged for in his first message
to Congress he declared it to be
his "settled conviction" that Congress did not have the right to'
construct roads and canals!
Among Tavern Furnishings
It was on this trip that he
stopped at a little tavern in Salem,
Mass., of which Prince Stetson,
whose friends called him a
"prince by name and a prince by
nature," was the proprietor.
Among the furnishings of the
tavern was the little "fancy" chair
shown here, which is now owned
by Mrs. Richard Lansing, Stetson's
great-granddaughter.
"It has always been a family
belief," said Mrs. Lansing, with a
tongue-in-cheek sort of smile, "that
the President may have sat in that
chair."
The Stetsons were hotel people for
at least three generations. Prince
Stetson was the father of Charles
Augustus Stetson, proprietor, of the
Astor House in New York for 40
years, and was succeeded by his
son, Prince Reddington Stetson.
Modified in America
The chair is typical of the painted
fancy chairs which were advertised
by chairmakers from 1815 to 1860.
Like the Windsor, the fancy chair
was of English origin. In his
attempt to adapt the French mode
of the early days of Napoleon,
Thomas Sheraton, London cabinet
maker, produced the ancestor of all
fancy chairs but the English did
very little with this new style.
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Here is architect's drawing of new Barnard construction will begin this spring. Flans
Union Free School in Britton Rd., on which call for completion of building in a year.

Here,

at the Union Trust

Company, through our
many helpful financial serv,

thousands of our neighbors in

ices, we have assisted
—The Bettmann Archive.

Receiving a message from America by Edison's phonograph in
1888 .. . today "a building up of a phantom musical empire in
which every collector is his own judge, jur and impresario."

their effort to create
strong financial picture.
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FOR CENTRAL WESTERN NEW YORK
FEBRUARY 28 TO MARCH 13
SIBLEY, LINDSAY & CURR CO.

Spring Preview
HOR HE LL
0
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SCHOOLS INCLUDED IN EXHIBIT

Caretaker George A. Stevenson
checks some advance Spring
blooms in the ifamberton Conservatory at Highland Park.

Albion High School
Bath-Haverling High
Belfast Central
Belmont Central School
Brockport Central
Canandaigua Academy
Canisteo High School
Churchville High School
Clyde Central
Corfu High School
Dansviile High
East Rochester High
Fairport High School
Geneseo Central
Geneva High
Hilton High School
Holley High School
Hornell High
Le Roy High School
Lyons High School

Palmyra High School
Penfield High School
Penn Yan Academy Jr. High
Pittsford High School
Rochester—
Aquinas Institute
Benjamin Franklin High
Brighton High
Charlotte High
Columbia School
East High School
East High Annex
Edison Technical
Greece Central School
Harley School
Irondequoit High School
Jefferson High
John Marshall High
Madison High School
Memorial Art Gallery

Rochester—
Monroe High
Nathaniel Rochester
School #3
Nazareth Academy
Sacred Heart
St. Mary's School
of Business
West High School
Rush-Henrietta Central
Seneca Falls-Mynderse
Academy
Shortsville High School
Sodus High School
Spencerport High School
Victor Central School
Webster High School
Wellsville High School
Williamson Central Scho,

awe° Oil Co., Ale-
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DISTRIBUTORS OF

526I-J

,00

ESSO PRODUCTS
QUOTATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO STRIKES. ACCIDENTS OR OTHER CAUSES BEYOND OUR CONTROL
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CORRECT STENOGRAPHIC ERRORS IN QUOTATIONS OR OTHER IMPORTANT MATTER.

January 23, 1948

MAIN OFFICE

WEBSTER, N. Y.

Dear Customer:
DON'T THROW THIS LETTER AWAY. IT MAY KEEP YOU FROM RUNNING OUT OF OIL
AND BEING COLD THIS WINTER.
I am making this personal appeal to you because it is important. Right
now, a real emergency is shaping up in a critical shortage of Fuel Oil.
For months, people have been hearing there would or there wouldn't be a
shortage of oil. The facts are that the oil industry is producing more
fuel oil today than it ever has before. But, the weather so far this
heating season has been about 13Lcolder than last heating season, and
there has been a 11 increase in the number of fuel oil users in the
state.
Putting these facts together means that the supply of Fuel Oil is very
short of meeting normal requirements.
There is one thing that can surely save thousands of oil users from real
hardship---Everyone must reduce his normal oil consumption by lf/ during
the next three months January, February and March.

This coin be done without too much discomfort:
1. Keep your thermostat down to 68° during the day. Set it
down to 60° during the night and also when you leave home
for weekends or other long periods.
2. Turn off the heat in unused rooms, sun-porches and garages.
3. Use auxiliary devices, such as coal grates and wood in fireplaces.

In this emergency our job is to get all the oil we can and distribute
it fairly and equitably among all customers. This we will do. Your
part of the job is to conserve and reduce your consumption 15% during
the next three months.
By cooperating, and each doing his part, we believe we can get through
this winter without too much discomfort and hardship. May we have your
help in this emergency?
Very truly yours,
WEBACO OIL COMPANY, INC.
F. D. Bertch, Mgr.
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Here's Your Chance To

$400 worth of I
In Wegman't 28th Ant

BIRTHDAY CANDLE I
Grand Prize IN EACH WE
KET is a handsome wicker
ceries—valued at over $15.01
shopping bags filled with c
awarded IN EACH WEGM

Here's A
YOU Can

RULE
1. A giant candle in the windov
market was lighted at 9:00 ol
(February 18, 1948). It will be a
hours of 9:00 A. M. and 6:00
the candle flame reaches a corn
candlestick.
•
'2. To enter this contest, simply
will reach the cord on the candl,
3. Enter your time on the cowl
available in each Wegmans Sul
in the box provided in each V
purchase is necessary.
4. All entries must be in boxe
February 21.
-5. Each contestant
limited f
but may file an entry Fr. any
Supermarkets.
6. This contest is open to all
mans or the Hart-Conway AdyE
mediate families.
7. Separate prizes will be aw
Supermarket. In case of ties, dup

I estimate that the candle flame In the window of r
will reach the cord at:

DATE FEB

HOUR

AIR FOR THE TRIPLETS
Out for an afternoon stroll to catch a breath of air are

NAME

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dabrinski, 93 Avenue C, with their
triplet daughters, from left, Mary Ann, Marlene and Monica.

ADDRESS
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Here's Your Chance To Share In

$400 worth of PRIZES
In Wegmans 28fh Anniversary

BIRTHDAY CANDLE CONTEST
Grand Prize IN EACH WEGMANS SUPERMARKET is a handsome wicker basket filled with groceries—valued at over $15.00. Five second prizes—
shopping bags filled with groceries—will also be
awarded IN EACH WEGMANS SUPERMARKET!

Here's A Contest
YOU Can Win!

RULES -

s Supercandle
window
of each
Wegmanmorning
1.
A giant
htedinatthe9:00
o'clock
Wednesday
market
was
lig
to burn between the
(February
18, 1948).
It will6:00
be allowed
hours
of 9:00
A. M.reaches
and
P.
M.
every
week-day
a cord which is tied
arounduntil
the
the
candle flam e
candl
e
sti
c
k.
enterthethiscordcontest,
simply
estimate the time the flame
2.
will To
reach
on
the
candlestick.
timeWegmans
on the coupon
below, orDropon your
a coupon
3.Enter your
available
in each
Supermarket.
entry
inpurchase
the boxis provided
in
each
Supermarket.
No
necessary,
4.All entries must be in boxes by 6:00 P. M. Saturday,
February21.
- 5. Each contestant is limited to one entry in each store,
but may file an entry any or all of the 9 Wegmans
Supermarkets.
6.
This contest is open to all except employees of Wegmans or the Hart-Conway Advertising Agency or theirmmediate
families.
7.Separate
Supermarket. prizes
case ofwillties,beduplawarded
icate prizineseach
wil beWegmans
awarded.

D. N. WHITE CO.M
Distinguished

Cleaners Dyers
Plant 1289 Clifford Ave.
--r---- Main 4364
E FRIEND TELLS ANOTHER

Weiebooh
Paid more than they
their old DIAMONDS,
acted
f
fEWELRY
TRINKETS,
OLD
TCHES, SILVER,
OLD
COINSyour
and
Look
through
IIOSITIES
you
any
TRI
eau
drawers
't want.howYoumuch
willyou
be agreeably
net in
can
h at
or

UIQUE

.

for

WEISBUCH, Inc.
8 Main St. E. Eirahsed

OR $895
Low Mileage
El MT. HOPE AVE.
OPEN EVENINGS

cured

,f six
—for
:ome
.aiser

In

I estimate that the candle flame In the window of my Wegmans Supermarket I
will reach the cord at:

DATE FEB

NAIVE

NKET

,rised

Learn the facts
before
you secure a loan.

fCIAL SERVICE
in E. Phone Main 7523

HOUR

These Rochester Banks
.....ommunify Savings Bank
4onroe County Savings Bank
ecurity Trust Co.

ADDRESS

rileows ava,t;iyci,15,4u0.1.,f.fy - sec. -rge

it are
their
lonica.

moaeled long ago into the hospital's _administration building, this
N A Winter's day in 1887, Mrs. Hiram Sibley. wife of the structure's lofty ceilings today
founder of the Western Union Telegraph Company, tell at a glance its elegant
chanced to glance out the window of the Sibley residence in past. Along with the house went 8
acres of land, shaded by magnifiEast Ave.
cent elms. A lilac hedge separated
What she saw had a lot to do with the founding of Roch- it from the Seward property to the
ester's third hospital. the Homeopathic, now the Genesee.
north, where once had stood Miss
Mrs. Sibley saw a woman take a '
Seward's Private School for Young
bad fall on the icy Avenue side- The first patient was one Thomas Ladies. A portion of the old
walk. She sent the Sibley butler out! 33- Piek of Dunkirk, who was ad: school building built in 1835, still
to bring the injured woman into mitted 3 days before the formai stands.
-fru- an operation, the exact
•
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cident
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launcl How the Genesee Hospital's proposed fivehosp
indicated in
there
Watson and Mrs.
factors that
SERIES
gone out in their
made such a I
the day's supplies
move inevitable.
One was the rivalry — and it Ladies Aid Socie
vas intense in those days — be- the hand-sewn she
tween the homeopathic and allo- curtains, surgeon;
pathic schools of medical thought. and other necessi
Rochester had many homeopathic tributions, and thi
practitioners with a goodly follow- were listed.
ing among the laity. In 1872 the
A school of nu;
"homeopaths" had opened a free Fished that same y
dispensary in West Main Street. graduating class
Many people in 1887 felt Rochester dents. They wore E
should have a homeopathic hos- striped gingham t
pital.
apron made of sh
Then there was the rising im- and shoulder str4
portance of the East Side. Slowly fitted collar and
but surely the old Third Ward was In the early days
yielding its social crown to the interviewed by th
newer, more opulent East Side ley before she w
sector centering around East Avenue on which ornate new residences THE first nursed
were rising. It was an era of naened!Dec. 27,
tional expansion, fortunes were house in Monroe
being made and by 1887 some Very hospital. The nu
Important People were living on _third-floor back
the East Side and demanding
"Hogan's Alley,"
recognition for that area.
Persisted even of
As it turned out, the Homeopathinto a larger ho
ic, while it was the first East Side
hospital to incorporate, it was not
In many ways t
the first to be opened for patients. pioneered. It set
That distinction went to the Hahne- visiting nurses in
mann (now the Highland) which were the Frances
although it was not incorporated and the Margarel
until Apr. 4, 1889, it opened its The latter was fin
doors six days later.
by Mrs. Hiram 1
The history of the Genesee Hospi- memorial to her
tal is closely linked with those Harper Nurse, in
VIP Social Register families who poke bonnet, tied
have given so generously of their with a white mua
money and services through the the poor with I
years—four generations of Sibleys satchel was for y
and their kinfolk, the Watsons and figure.
the Willards; the Hollisters, the
In 1890 a free
Warners, the Hoyts, the Brewsters, opened in Pearl
the Lindsays, the Geneseo Wads- of the hospital.
worths and many others.
In its first year,
But despite that patrician back- Hospital cared ft
ground, the hospital that began and need for larg
life on the East Side some 60 years became imperativ
ago has always been ultra demoFreeman Clarke et
crat and hospitable.
ander St. was acqu
* -x- *
LITTLE OVER two years af- 21 of that year the
ter its incorporation, the its doors in its xi
Freeman Clarke
Homeopathic Hospital opened its
doors on Sept. 18, 1889 in a three- gressman and h
story brick former sanitarium in home, built in 185€
Monroe Avenue, on the present a _ brilliant social

A

site of the Sears Roebuck store.
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By ARCH MERRILL
ON A Winter's day . in 1887, Mrs. Hiram Sibley, wife of the
founder of the- Western Union Telegraph Company,
chanced to glance out the window of the Sibley residence in
East Ave.
What she saw had a lot to do with the founding of Rochester's third hospital. the Homeopathic, now the Genesee.
Mrs. Sibley saw a woman take al'
bad fall on the icy Avenue side-I The first patient was one Thomas
of Dunkirk, who was adwalk. She sent the Sibley butler out
to bring the injured woman into mitted 3 days before the formal
-•
for an operation. the exact
the Si
dered
the vi
the ne
City
in WE
the to
Het
mark
a hos
the C
too fl

moaeled long ago into the hospital's .administration building, this
structure's lofty ceilings today
tell at a glance its elegant
past. Along with the house went 8
acres of land, shaded by magnificent elms. A lilac hedge separated
it from the Seward property to the
north, where once had stood Miss
Seward's Private School for Young
Ladies. A portion of the old
school building built 'in 1835, still
stands:

of
er

Whe
arouse
Roche
pital,
25, 18f
was it
ETE EXAM/1
Mrs.
and h
influe.
cident
hen in need of
Fp
hast
launcl H ow the Genesee Hospital's proposed five-story building, of brick and limestone, would look is se as you woul
hosp
indicated in this artist's rendition.
e a man whose
there
of t e best remem ere
Watson and Mrs. David Hoyt had On
factors that
horses
was
Frank,
a
dapple
gray,
SERIES
gone out in their carriages to buy
made such a I
your family's
the day's supplies, or that the and one of his drivers was Joseph
move inevitable.
R.
Meyers
of
78
Hazelwood
Ter.,
One was the rivalry — and it Ladies Aid Society had providled
of better visioi
t,ias intense in those days — be- the hand-sewn sheets, pillow cases, now retired from the police force
on
which
he
had
been
a
"`mountie."
tween the homeopathic and allo- curtains. surgeons' gowns, towels
. Levy has rend
* *pathic schools of medical thought. and other, necessities. Money conRochester had many homeopathic tributions, and they were sizeable, IN 1891 THE LEAFLET, a
service to Roth
monthly hospit al publication
practitioners with a goodly follow- were listed.
ing among the laity. In 1872 the
A school of nursing was estab- well sprinkled with paid ads, be"homeopaths" had opened a free lished that same year and the first gan its 27-year career. Its first
dispensary in West Main Street. graduating class had three stu- editors were Mrs. J. Harry StedMany people in 1887 felt Rochester dents. They wore a blue and white- man and Mrs. J. Foster Warner.
should have a homeopathic hos- striped gingham uniform, a white From its files come many pleasant
pital.
apron made of sheeting, with bib glimpses of a bygone time. HosThen there was the rising im- and shoulder straps, a standing pitals in those days were dependportance of the East Side. Slowly fitted collar and balloon-like cap. ent on the bounty of private
but surely the old Third Ward was In the early days every nurse was citizens and the Leaflet made apyielding its social crown to the interviewed by the senior Mrs. Sib- peals for provisions to fill "The
newer, more opulent East Side ley before she
Saturday Baskets, which were
was admitted.
sector centering around East Avelong, wide and deep" and for other
nue on which ornate new residences THE first nurses' home was opgifts. It acknowledged all donawere rising. It was an era of naened-Dec. 27; 1890 in a rented
tions and among them were:
tional expansion, fortunes were house in Monroe Ave. near the
being made and by 1887 some Very hospital. The nurses named the
Mrs. Don Alonzo Watson-6
Impori- ant People were living on third-floor back room quarters
five-pound baskets of grapes; 3
the East Side and demanding
bottles of Vermin Hiller.
"Hogan's Alley," a name that
recognition for that area.
Mrs. W. H. Matthews, wife, of
persisted even after they moved
As it turned out, the Homeopaththe coproprietor of The Demointo a larger home.
ic, while it was the first East Side
crat and Chronicle-6 bunches of
hospital to incorporate, it was not
In many ways the new hospital
beets, 1 peck of green peas and,
the first to be opened for patients. pioneered. It sent out the first
1 box of flake crackers.
That distinction went to the Hahne- visiting nurses in Rochester. They
Mortimer T. Rebasz-2 years'
mann (now the Highland) which were the Frances Woodbury Nurse
file of The Youth's Companion.
although it was not incorporated and the Margaret Harper Nurse.
Mrs. J. C. Woodbury-18 dozen
until Apr. 4, 1889, it opened its The latter was financed until 1915
pearl buttons, 4 dozen eggs, recdoors six days later.
by Mrs. Hiram W. Sibley as a
ord book for house physicians.
The history of the Genesee Hospi- memorial to her mother. The
tal is closely linked with those Harper Nurse, in her blue cape,
The East Side "Younger Set" did
VIP Social Register families who poke bannet, tied under her chin its share and in a Leaflet of 1889
have given so generously of their with a white muslin bow, visiting we read that "young Tom Spencer
money and services through the the poor with her little black by the sale of Easter eggs had
years—four generations of Sibleys satchel was for years a familiar added $2 to the children's ward
and their kinfolk, the Watsons and figure
fund." In 1940 that same Thomas
the Willards; the Hollisters, the
In 1890 a free dispensary was G. Spencer, president of the HolWarners, the Hoyts, the Brewsters, opened in Pearl St. in the rear lister Lumber Company, donated
the Lindsays, the Geneseo Wads- of the hospital.
a staff room to the memory of his
worths and many others.
In its first year, the Homepathic father, long a member of the hosBut despite that patrician back- Hospital cared for 430 patients pital staff. John Adams Warner,
ground, the hospital that began and need for larger quarters soon Who later was to command New
life on the East Side some 60 years became imperative. In 1894 the York's State troopers and was to
ago has always been ultra demoFreeman Clarke estate at 224 Alex- marry a daughter of Al Smith, at
crat and hospitable.
ander
St was acquired and on N ov. the age of 3 gave 3 pounds of sugar
* -xto the fund, while Wesley M. Angle,
21
of
that
year the hospital opened
LITTLE OVER two years afnow chairman of the board of
ter Its incorporation, the its doors in. its new location.
Stromberg-Carlson, contributed 6
Freeman Clarke had been a ConHomeopathic Hospital opened its
boxes of corn starch. And Sibley
doors on Sept. 18, 1889 in a three- gressman and his stately brick Smith and J. G. Averill staged "an
story brick former sanitarium in home, built in 1856, had seen many
exhibition of magic" which netted
Monroe Avenue, on the present la brilliant social gathering. Re- $42 for the hospital.
site of the Sears Roebuck store.
* * *
_
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moaeled long ago into the hospital's .administration building, this
N A Winter's day . in 1887, Mrs. Hiram Sibley, wife of the structure's lofty ceilings today
founder of the Western Union Telegraph Company, tell at a glance its e 1 e g a n t
chanced to glance out the window of the Sibley residence in 'Past. Along with the house went 8
acres of land, shaded by magnifiEast Ave.
cent elms. A lilac hedge separated
What she saw had a lot to do with the founding of Roch- it from the Seward property to the
ester s third hospital. the Homeopathic, now the Genesee.
north, where once had stood Miss
--—
Mrs. Sibley saw a woman take al.
Seward's Private School for Young
The
first
patient
was
one
Thomas
bad fall on the icy Avenue side- 1
Ladies. A portion of the old
walk. She sent the Sibley butler out B. Pi ,-'k of Dunkirk, who was adto bring the injured woman into mitted 3 days before the formal school building built in 1835, still
the Sibley mansion. Then she or opening for an operation, the exact stands,
The grounds provided plenty of
tiered the Sibley coachman to drive nature of which is lost in the mists room for expansion and new build r
the victim of the fall posthaste to of time, and who was shortly rethe nearest hospital, which was the leased. Ward patients paid $4 a ings began to rise. Most of them
City (now the Rochester General) week and those in the nine private were built by philanthropic RochIn West Main Street, way across! rooms were charged $10 to $12 per esterians. One was the Brothers
Cottage, originally a contagious
' Week.
the town.
Determinedly, Mrs. Sibley re- I Formal opening of the new hos- disease pavilion and later remodmarked: "It's high time we had pital was marked by a reception eled into a pathological laboratory.
a hospital on the East Side. Both which was quite a society event. It was the gift of Mr. and Mrs.
the City and St. Mary's are much The reporter who covered it for Hiram W. Sibley as a memorial to
The Democrat and Chronicle rhap- their two children who died from
too far away."
sodized over the "elegance of the diphtheria.
Whereupon she set about to appointments," the many "socially Mrs. Ernest R. Willard of the
arouse interest among leading prominent persons" present, the Sibley clan gave the first nurses'
"profusion of flowers and tropical home in 1898. It was replaced in
pital,
with the in
result
that Side
on May
Rochesterians
an East
hos- plants" and the "strains of Meyer- 1911 by a larger building, the gift
25, 1887, the Homeopathic HOspitai ing's Orchestra."
of George Eastman in memory of
was incorporated.
Mrs. Sibley was a resolute woman The press account failed to men- his mother. Thanks to Mrs. WillMrs.
that Mrs. Hiram W. Sibley, ard, the Homeopathic was the first
and her family was wealthy and first president of the "Lady Super- hospital in the city to have its own
influential. Her reaction to the acdaughter-in-law of the horse-drawn ambulance, In 1895
cident she observed undoubtedly visors" andf a
"mother" o the hospital, and Mrs. she gave TWO of the vehicles and
b a s t e n e d the '
Martin Cook had made the hospital built a barn to house them and the
launching of the
beds with their own hands that two horses. She also presented the
THIRD
hospital, but
morning or that Mrs. Don Alonzo first motorized ambulance in 1910.
there were other
OF A
Watson and Mrs. David Hoyt had One of the best remembered
factors t h a t
SERIES
gone out in their carriages to buy horses was Frank, a dapple gray,
made such a
the day's supplies, or that the and one of his drivers was Joseph
move inevitable,
One was the rivalry — and it Ladies Aid Society had provided R. Meyers of 78 Hazelwood Ter.,
tias intense in those days — be- the hand-sewn sheets, pillow cases, now retired from the police force
tween the homeopathic and allo- curtains, surgeons' gowns, towels on which he had been a "Mountie."
* *
pathic schools of medical thought. and other necessities. Money conRochester had many homeopathic tributions, and they were sizeable, IN 1891 THE LEAFLET, a
practicioners with a goodly follow- were listed.
monthly hospit al publication
ing among the laity. In 1872 the
A school of nursing was estab- well sprinkled with paid ads, be"homeopaths" had opened a free lished that same year and the first gan its 27-year career. Its first
dispensary in West Main Street. graduating class had three stu- editors were Mrs. J. Harry StedMany people in 1887 felt Rochester dents. They wore a blue and white- man and Mrs. J. Foster Warner.
should have a homeopathic hos- striped gingham uniform, a white From its files come many pleasant
pital.
apron made of sheeting, with bib glimpses of a bygone time. HosThen there was the rising im- and shoulder straps, a standing pitals in those days were dependportance of the East Side. Slowly fitted collar and balloon-like cap. ent on the bounty of private
but surely the old Third Ward was In the early days every nurse was citizens and the Leaflet made apyielding its social crown to the
interviewed by the senior Mrs. Sib- peals for provisions to fill "The
newer, more opulent East Side
Saturday Baskets, which were
ley before she was admitted.
sector centering around East Avelong, wide and deep" and for other
nue on which ornate new residences THE first nurses' home was opgifts. It acknowledged all dona-1
were rising. It was an era of naened Dec. 27;1890 in a rented
tions and among them were:
tional expansion, fortunes were house in Monroe Ave. near the
being made and by 1887 some Very hospital. The nurses named the
Mrs. Don Alonzo Watson-6
Iropor, ant People were living on third-floor back room quarters
five-pound baskets of grapes; 3
the East Side and demanding
bottles of Vermin Killer.
"Hogan's Alley," a name that
recognition for that area.
Mrs. W. H. Matthews, wife, of ,
As it turned out, the Homeopath- persisted even after they moved
the coproprietor of The Demointo a larger home.
ic, while it was the first East Side
crat and Chronicle-6 bunches of
hospital to incorporate, it was not
In many ways the new hospital
beets, 1 peck of green peas and
the first to be opened for patients. pioneered. It sent out the first
1 box of flake crackers.
That distinction went to the Hahne- visiting nurses in Rochester. They
Mortimer T. Rebasz-2 years'
mann (now the Highland) which were the Frances Woodbury Nurse
file of The Youth's Companion.
although it was not incorporated and the Margaret Harper Nurse.
Mrs. J. C. Woodbury-18 dozen
until Apr. 4, 1889, it opened its The latter was financed until 1915
pearl buttons, 4 dozen eggs, recdoors six days later.
ord book for house physicians.
by Mrs. Hiram W. Sibley as a
The history of the Genesee Hospi- memorial to her mother. The
tal is closely linked with those
The East Side "Younger Set" did
Harper Nurse, in her blue cape,
VIP Social Register families who poke bonnet tied under her chin its share and in a Leaflet of 1889
have given so generously of their with a white muslin bow, visiting we read that "young Tom Spencer
money and services through the the poor with her little black by the sale of Easter eggs had
years—tour generations of Sibleys satchel was for years a familiar added $2 to the children's ward
and their kinfolk, the Watsons and figure.
fund." In 1940 that same Thomas
the Willards; the Hollisters, the
In 1890 a free dispensary was G. Spencer, president of the HolWarners, the Hoyts, the Brewsters,
opened in Pearl St. in the rear lister Lumber Company, donated
the Lindsay's, the Geneseo Wads- of the hospital.
a staff room to the memory of his
worths and many others.
In its first year, the Homepathic father, long a member of the hosBut despite that patrician back- Hospital cared for 430 patients pital staff. John Adams Warner,
ground, the hospital that began and need for larger quarters soon who later was to command New
life on the East Side some 60 years,; and
imperative. In 1894 the York's State troopers and was to
ago has always been ultra demoFreeman Clarke estate at 224 Alex- marry a daughter of Al Smith, at
crat and hospitable,
ander St. was acquired and on Nov. the age of 3 gave 3 pounds of sugar
* *
to the fund, while Wesley M. Angle,
LITTLE OVER two years af- 21 of that year the hospital opened
now chairman of the board of
ter its incorporation, the its doors in its new location.
Freeman Clarke had been a Con- Stromberg-Carlson, contributed 6
Homeopathic Hospital opened its
nd his stately brick boxes of corn starch. And Sibley
doors on Sept. 18, 1889 in a three- gressman and
i 1856, had seen many Smith and J. G. Averill staged "an
story brick former sanitarium in home, built in
exhibition of magic" which netted
brilliant social gather.
mg ReMonroe Avenue, on the present
1$42 for the hospital.
site of the Sears Roebuck store.
_*_
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influenza epidemic of 1918, when
volunteers, college and high school
girls among them, aided the overworked nurses. Special tribute is
paid Mrs. David B. Jewett for volunteer service and Simon N. Stein,
the clothing manufacturer-phil,n't Treat anthropist, who gave liberally of
his money and his time. He would
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tsensibility assist doctors any hour of the day
or night.
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Some of Genesee Hospital history is contained in these
photographs from scrapbooks owned by persons long associated with the hospital. Upper left, five nurses posed in
1896 to demonstrate what "first aid" meant then. Upper
right, complete with tallyho, Class of '08 nurses entertained
Class of '07. At left, original home of the hospital, a former
sanitarium which stood on present site of Sears Roebuck
Co. in Monroe Ave. Immediately above, Dr. William Rambo,
first interne at the "Homeopathic," with a pair of youngsters
under treatment. Note gas light.

eds now
Besides replacing
located in obsolete quarters, the
new building at Genesee will increase the over-all capacity of the
hospital by 45 patients to a total
01 I of 271, not including new-borh. infants.
The new building will be the first
addition to Genesee Hospital since
1926, when the north wing was
constructed. In the subsequent 22
years, Lawrence J. Bradley, hospital director, pointed out, the institution has given a steadily increasing volume of service without
a corresponding expansion of facilties.
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%CRAP BOOK FILLED with
'tilippings of the years 189697 tells some of the more spectacular cases treated at the hospital
and also reflects the times. Here
are some sample headlines:
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Local Hospitals Won't Treat
Cases of Delirium Tremens.
Boy Kicked Into Insensibility
by Horse.in Stone Street Barn.
A Canal Boat Sunk—Owner,
Wife and Three Children Suffer
Exposure.
Youth's Leg Crushed by Trolley Car.
r
Bicyclist Run Down by Dr.
Lee's Horse and Carriage (Dr.
John M. Lee then was chief surgeon at the hospital and later
founded his own hospital).
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In the scrap hook was also the
observation that "appendicitis is
_o longer regarded as a fatal trouble. Today, the operation though
not common, is performed with
success."
Miss Ida Jane Anderson of 154
Eastland Ave., a graduate of the
Homeopathic school of nursing in
the class of 1902 and the first
nurse to receive a New York Skate
certificate, has three scrap books
that bulge with lore of the hospital
with which she was long affiliated.

influenza 'epidemic of 1918, when
volunteers, college and high school
girls among them, aided the overworked nurses. Special tribute is
paid Mrs. David B. Jewett for volunteer service and Simon N. Stein,'
the clothing manufacturer - philanthropist, who gave liberally of
his money and his time. He would
assist doctors any 'hour of the day
or night.
There's the record of the long
service of Mrs. Charles P. Ford
who was on the first board of supervisors in 1889 and still is a member.
One reads of the building of the
North Wing with funds raised by
popular subscription in 1926, the
year the hospital changed its name
to Genesee because Homeopathic
was out of date — the opening in
1931 of the Education Building, the
gift of Mrs. Granger A. Hollister—
the class picnics and reunions
the days of tallyhos and interurb;,,,
trolleys—the march of the hospital]
in step with the march of science
through the years.
A new epoch began in 1945 when

the Genesee'entered into a close
working agreement with the University of Rochester School of
Medicine and the Strong Memorial
Hospital. Its effect, it.,was stated,
was "to make the Genesee a teachFt.
The reader notes the influence ing hospital associated with the
...oes your skin
of Mrs. Hiram W. Sibley on the,1School of Medicirie and to extend;
iratery blisters?
life of the hospital. For more than ] a long standing •policy of co-operapatches for ][4.
45 year she was a member of its tion between the institutions tinder'
IIiicke, crack,
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dent for 25 years and on her re- resident physicians and internes to
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If so, send yc.
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) I can mail is a dull, placid, cud life president. She built the first The Genesee has not lost its in
Ostpaid, a same west end of the 15 ,
children's ward and furnished that dividuality under the arrangement.
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it is not standing still. There
ms.eangsnd.upg.is escaped while being designed a cap for nurses and sug- And
will be more expansion on the old
gested the design for the school Freeman Clarke estate in AlexI want 7.
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rinon. They were given by Mrs. quil era in which is began still
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carcass was removed to Sibley, When the joint commence- lingers. And there are the
dering plant of the tal ment exercises for all hospitals names of the Old Families on
pany. It had lost most cy: came in, there was a move to dis- the buildings and the time-melcontinue the flowers. Mrs. Sibley lowed traditions. So many things
value, the Cohens said.
said as long as she lived, every that knit the Genesee Hospital
graduate of the Homeopathic firmly into the Rochester story.
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How Are. the Lilacs

Deng

Editor, Democrat and Chronicle:
Many years ago I went to
school in Rochester, it was along
about the year 1909. At that time
the city fathers Mere planting
lilacs in Highland Park and word
got around 'that, someday, those
lilac bushes were going to . be
something pretty special to see.
This morning, as I was washing
the ;breakfast dishes, I got to
Plinking and decided to write to
somebody in Rochester and find
out what has happened, and if
those tlilacs
t atte was
ed ef thhaevme donve ewih
self to pay them a visit. Therefore, this letter.
Those days in Rochester were
such happy ones. -I lived with A.
three charmdng maiden ladies,
named Chapel—Miss Agnes, Miss
Jennie and Miss Gertrude — on
Plymouth Avenue. There was a
church across the way that tolled
'the hours with a deep-throated
chime. The school I attended
was the Mechanics Institute
where I studied Domestic
Science. There was a canal near
the school where small barges
with their washings flying kept
the bridge busy, going up and
down, to let these little boats
through.
Mr. John Stewart was an important man at the Institute. He
lived out on West Ave. with a
sweet wife, five little boys and
nervous indigestion caused by
the hurried eating he was obliged
to do in order to wait on all the
plates that kept coming -back for
refills. One of my teachers was
Miss May Benedict, another was
Mrs. Chapin. She taught Senior
Cookery and criticized. me
soundly for wiping my fingers on
my apron while giving my senior
demonstration .on "Cranberries
and Sweet Potatoes."
I remember the Driving Park
Avenue bridge, the deep, deep
canyon of the river at that point,
a car line named "Perseids and
Saratoga" which I took several
times a week to teach night
school, the grand little sausages i
and mashed potatoes in Sibley, '
Lindsay and Cures restaurant, I
even remember the deep seated
leather chairs one sat in while
waiting for the mashed potatoes . .
I am sorry, I never meant to
go on end on and on as I have
done. I only meant to ask you
"How have the lilacs done?"
CHRISTINE ROSE WHITNEY
1600 Monument Ave.,
Richmond. 120, Va..

Prolol)Was
i
Quick

Pit Editor, enzocrat and Chronicle:

(mTahrank7thy)ouonforHothwe
Are the
Lilacs Doing?" It was nice of
you to give my letter such a
prominent place with picture at
the top. But what I really want
to tell you is this—my mail has
been literally jammed with letters, picture postcards and
newspaper clippings from people I don't know, who read my
letter in your paper and went
right and did something about it.
• Maybe this will not be as surprising to you as it was to me.
But it certainly shows that
Rochester has some fine loyal
citizens who read their Sunday
papers thoroughly and love their
city. Won't you tell them that
there were too many letters for
me to answer singly, but that I
never had so much fun as I did
while reading them. And if I ever
get back to Rochester in Lilac

Time, I want to meet them all.
Every single one.
CHRISTINE ROSE WHITNEY
Richmond, Va.
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Opera Stars Grace Her Home
Mrs. George M. Keller of Highland Ave, shares a hobby with
her son, Otis, for they are both collectors of autographs,
Mrs. Keller collects signed items of musical interest, but
14-year-old Otis prefers signatures of the military greats.
Shown in picture is Mrs. Keller with some of the signed
pictures of Metropolitan stars. At left above is Traubel and
picture at right is Jeritza in her "Tosca" costume. Hempel,
dressed as Jenny Lind, is at lower left.
dressed as Jenny Lind, is at lower right. Collector holds
signed picture of Roy Harris, and his wife.
•

Mrs. Keller is too young to have
been a "Gerry-flapper," which is
what the bobby-soxers were called
in Farrar's day. But she heard
Farrar when she returned to the!,
concert stage, and Gadski when
she made a comeback. Her oldest
autograph is that of Clara Louise
Kellogg, a "Marguerite" of 1863, but
her real collection began with Galli
Curci.
A second generation collector is
in the family, for 14-year-old Otis
Aultz Keller, a student at the Hill
School, Potsdam, Pa., is also an
ardent autograph and photograph
fan. Boylike, his heroes are sports
figures and warriors. In his collection may be found Eisenhower,
Mark ()lark and Doolittle and Gen.
U. S. Grant and Gen. George McClellan of Civil War fame.
A windfall in autographs came
to the young man when a friend
of the family turned over a fine
collection which includes such outstanding names as Wilkie Collins,
the Beechers, Thomas and Henry
Ward, the "tragic muse" Mrs. Siddons and Joseph Jefferson, forever,
linked with the stage role of "Rip
Van Winkle." But to young Keller
the list is topped by the handwriting of "Buffalo Bill" Cody. Included in the collection are several
members of Lincoln's Cabinet, and
all of Grant's; William Seward,
purchaser of Alaska, Lotta Crabtree, famed actress of Gold Rush
days; Mark Twain, scientist Louis
Agassiz and cartoonist Thomas
Nast.
Moderns, equally cherished by
the young collector, include the
signatures of his favorite authors.
Among them are the artist-naturalist, Ernest Thompson Seton, Mary
0'.Hara, author of "My Friend
Flicka," and Esther Forbes, who
wrote "Paul Revere."

Graduate of Eastman School
Boasts Rare Opera Collection

Top o' the Morning!
Hear Al Sisson On

By ELIZABETH de SYLVA
XPERTS, when they discuss various kinds of collecting
agree on one point; they maintain the .S'uccessful hobbyist
must collect things which relate in some way to his own life.
Doctors often choose ancient medical books, actors amass his

WHAM at 7:30 A. M.

E

_
toric playbills and merchants ex
"It's just that I love to sing,"
hibit ol&time costume prints or
she explained modestly. when we
perfume bottles.
If the experts are right, then Mrs. admired her collection. "Moreover, I
George M. Keller of Highland Ave. love everything about singing, and
singers; especially opera." Her eyes
is a most successful collector.
wandered to the framed and autoMrs. Keller collects musical
graphed pictures which are among
memorabilia, particularly of operthe choicest items in her collecatic interest. And in doing so, she
tion. "They're very decorative
more than follows the advice of the
people, too, the feminine opera
experts, for there is music in her
singers of today. Aren't they?"
background, she is a trained muThey are indeed—at least the
sician, and music is her avocation
ones that hang in the upper hall
and one of her greatest pleasures. of the Keller home. There's TrauMrs. .Keller's inherited interest! bel, Jeritza in her "Tosca" costume,
in music goes back to an ancestor, ! Helen Jepson, Frieda Hempel arThomas Jordan of Surry County, rayed as Jenny Lind, Lucrezia Bori
Virginia, who owned some of the ready to sing the "Jewel Song,"
earliest musical instruments in the Rose Hampton, Jermila Novatna
Colonies. A son of Samuel Jordan, and Grace Moore in "L'Amore dei
who came to Virginia in 1609 with Tre Re."
the London Company, Thomas JorIn her collection, incidentally,
dan mentioned in his will three Mrs. Keller has every copy of the
of his choicest possessions. They Opera News, except the first two.
were as the old document lists, "a And tho'ugh she does not get down
pair of virginals and a bass viol." to Met productions often, she has
A mezzo soprano, Mrs. Keller at- scarcely missed a performance on
tended Peabody Institute, Balti- the air since 1933.
more, and was graduated from the
Eastman School of Music. Her collection, however, is not that of a
thwarted aspirant to the Met, for
she never aspired to operatic roles.

Listen to AI Sisson each morning at
7:30. You will enjoy his friendly chefs.
His neighborly philosophy will, help get
your day off to a good start.
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MAIN STREET, AND BROAD. Helicopter view from
the west looking east. On the left is Main Street East,
on the right the portion of Broad Street over the
Aqueduct that spans the Genesee River. As all Rochesterians know, Broad Street
at, its eastern end comes
•-

to an abrupt halt at the old Osborn House, now the
Milner. Its extension eastward at least to Clinton Avenue South, eventually to Chestnut and beyond, is the
first item on any of the various plans that have been
made for improvement of business section street system.

Floral Tips from an Expert
Raymond Fox of the department of ,floricul- conducted by Monroe County Home Bureau.
ture, Cornell University, explains transplant- Members are (left to right) Mrs. Eugene
ing of annual seedlings at Highland Park Schubach, Irondequoit; Mrs. Doris Ferguson,
_Conservatory in school for gardening leaders Greece; Mrs. John Thetford, Penfield.

Another Peek at Arnold Swift Home Offered;
All Rooms Prove Equally Interesting

The comfortable informality of the den in the
Arnold Swift home at 661 Highland Ave. makes
a cosy retreat for reading, working or small

"get-togethers." Architectural details , of the
room were changed only slightly in restoring the
century-old house.

A studio couch at the left of The lamp, an authentic old piece
By ROSE SOLD
There is so great a fascination the fireplace permits snoozing or converted to electricity, has an
about a very old house, we thought reading in comfortable proximity iron-bottomed glass base.
Double doors to the closet,
you might like another peek at to the glowing fire on a brisk
the Arnold Swift home at 661 winter evening. A large oval painted the same blue of the
braided rug covers the center of woodwork, boast the original iron
,Highland Ave,
la tches, and iron drawer pulls are
Last week, we pictured the liv- the wide-board pine floor.
ing and dining rooms of the A few architectural changes used on a three-drawer unit built
lovely, century-old house. The were made in restoring the room. into the wall at the right of the
other rooms, we think, are equal- A door, which led to the entrance closet: The drawers are also paint--;
hall, was removed, and a closet ed the blue of the woodwork.
ly interesting,
Braided rugs are used in this
A cheerful informality marks fitted in its place. The door jambs
the den off the living room where were ingeniously employed as a as in other rooms of the house.'
-white walls and woodwork. are decorative molding on the mantel. Bed and chest are Early American
enlivened by a restrained use of Upstairs, color is used with the reproductions though the table at
bright red accents. Red paint fine courage of our early Amer- the right of the bed is a family
backs the bookshelves and "mats" ican ancestors. In the master bed- heirloom. The, bedspread, a hand, the "historical map over the fire- room, white. wails are set off by made patch quilt, carries out the
place. The chair before the book- peacock-blue (green-blue) wood- colors in the room.
A small guest room, of a size!
: shelf is upholstered in a plain red work and the color is repeated
in a cane-bottomed chair and a to accommodate only a bed and:
fabric.
Draperies in the room are low shelf-table at the left of the chest of drawers, has white walls
and deep fuchsia woodwork.
:simple plaid gingham hangings, bed.
with large areas of • blue, and Draperies in this room are of Draperies are of a document print
stripes of green, white, purple and a document print—peacock-blue in fuchsia and sand colors.
In the daughter's room, in deI red. The fabric is repeated in conventionalized flowers flecked
pillows on a simple love seat with green, yellow and red, ference to her whim, some modwhich is upholstered in plain, against a white bac1kground—ac- ernity teas allowed. A white paper
medium-blue material. The pil- I cented by a ruffle near the top with clover design in lavenders
lows, one slightly smaller than of plain peacock blue. The print and green covers three walls, and
I the other, are placed one before is repeated in a lampshade on a because the eaves draw low over
the other - at 'one corner of the floor lamp at the left of the bed the room, the paper is carried
seat for an informal and pie- and on the ruffle of the white over the ceiling. A fourth wall
shade on an old kerosene lamp. is painted in a deep muted green.
turesque arrangement,
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James Terry McCollum, 13, center of with maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
"church and state" controversy ruled on yes- Arthur G. Cromwell, with whom he lives at
terday by U. S. Supreme Court, is pictured
440 Plymouth Ave. S., while attending school. ,

9

"Americans who, would keep America truly free can well':
be thankful - for this decision by the Supreme Court."
Jubilantly, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Cromwell, and the ir
grandson, James T. (Jimmy) McCollum, greeted the news yesterday that Jimmy's mother, Mrs.1 In discussing the decision, Dr.
Vashti McCollum, self-styled atheist Poteat emphasized that he could
had won in her Supreme Court not speak for the group which he
suit to ban religious instruction in heads without consulting other
the public schools in Champaign, members, but added:
Ill.
"While I have been interested in
Jimmy, 13, now is living with his the so-called "released time" prograndparents at 440 Plymouth Ave. gram of making religion available
S. and is attending a private school to school children, I have never
here, because of the "persecution" been quite satisfied that it has
to which he was subjected in been sufficiently protected against
Champaign, according to Mr. and violation of the principle of sepaMrs. Cromwell. His two younger ration of church and state.
brothers, however, have remained "I wish there were some way
with their parents. Mrs. McCollum religion be in morenon-sectarian
a
form
has just been rehired in her posi- cou ld
generally taught
tion as a dancing instructor at the
University of Illinois from which However, I am not surprised at the
she • was dismissed shortly after 'stand taken by the Supreme Court.'
filing her suit in the Illinois state
Commenting upon the effect of
courts, her parents revealed. Crom- the decision on the local program
well, an architect, is president of of -religious eduction, the Rev.
the Rochester Society of Free- Daniel Staffeld, supervisor of weekthinkers. Jimmy's father, John P. day religious education for public
McCollum, is professor at the Uni- schools under the Federation, of
versity of Illinois.
Churches of Rochester and Vicinity
City Superintendent of Schools said last night:.
James M. Spinning last night said
"A ruling pertinent to Illinois
he was not sure whether the deci- where school buildings are used for
sion would be applicable to the religious education is not necesNew York State practice of "re- sarily binding where, as in Rochleased time" for religious instruc- ester, the use of school property
tion.
for religious education is not per"That is a matter that will have mitted.
to be decided by the state's legal
"In Rochester, parents request
experts," he declared.
that their children he excused from
Qualified approval of the Su- school for religious education, and
preme Court decision was given parents have the right to request
last night by Dr. Edwin McNeill;:that children be excused for a numPoteat, president of Colgate-Roch-[1 ber of reasons. It is too early to
ester Divinity School and president!!judge how the ruling will be exerof Protestants and 'Other Ameri- i cised in this state—I believe there
cans United for Separation of will have to be a test case."
Church and State.

MRS.

VASHTI M'COLLUM
. . . she won decision
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AYNE COUNTY will be
W125
years old on Apr. 11.
ROCHESTER'S FIRST AND FINEST SANITARIUM
DESIGNED TO MEET THE NEEDS
OF THOSE WHO WANT EXPERIENCED CARE
Best of meals, all home cooking and baking.
GRADUATE NURSES IN ATTENDANCE DAY AND NIGHT

The Wayne County Historical
Society is sponsoring a
county-wide observance of the
forming of the county in .1823. .6
Set aside from portions of two
other counties, Ontario and Seneca, Wayne's eastern section,
which now embraces the towns
of Savannah, Galen, Butler,
Rose, Wolcott and Huron, was
taken from Seneca's military
tract. The western section,
which today includes the towns
of Arcadia, Sodus,
Marion, Palmyra, Ontario, Walworth and Macedon was taken
from Ontario County.
Wayne County is one of the top
ranking counties in the nation in
the number of apple and cherry
trees it grows, and in 1939 it had
the largest acreage of celery in
the United States.
The Wayne Historical Society,
under general chairmanship of
Attorney Doris M. Sims of Sodus, this week set in motion plans
for special observances in the individual towns during the week
preceding the actual 125th anniversary date.

Patients accepted only on Physician's recommendation
Rooms available
with private baths
Visitors cordially invited

Complete New Fireproof Insulation and Fire Stairs.
No Contagious Diseases Treated ... A home with professional care

Main 5359
139 Troup St.

Rochester

8, N. Y
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Supervisors of all the Wayne
towns are designating either an
organization or an individual to
sponsor an anniversary observance, in the form of exhibits,
pageants, parades or other 'festivities, the first week in April.
The Historical Society is arranging a meeting at the Courthouse at Lyons on Apr. 12 (since
the actual anniversary date, Apr.
11, falls on Sunday).
The public is being invited to
participate. It is anticipated
that the various towns will have
exhibits showing such historical relics as old documents, and
articles used in the early churches and schools of the county.
Among Wayne County's claims
to greatness are that Wayne is
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termed the best agricultural county in New York State, one of the
largest beef cattle producing counties in the state, and the greatest
producer of nursery stock in the
state.
Famed for its scenic beauty;
Wayne County embraces beautiful Sodus Bay, which is described
in historical accounts of this area
as "rivaling the Bay of Naples" in

beauty.
The Wayne County Historical
Society is endeavoring to make
this, the first celebration ever to
be held in commemoration of
the founding of Wayne County,
a high point in its year's program.
* * *
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TIMES- UNION
CELEBRATING
30TH BIRTHDAY
Paper Actually
Dates Back to
1826
Thirty years ago yesterday, when
America was preparing to draft
800,000 more men for World War
1 and German Field Marshal Von
Hindenburg had been stopped on
the Western Front by General
Pershing, the Times-Union was
born.
Vol. 1, No. 1, of the Times-Union
came off the presses Mar. 12, 1918,
in the midst of the "war to end
all wars."
Since its first issue, Rochester's
evening newspaper has recorded
the end of the first' World War
and the beginning and end of
World War 2, plus thousands of
international, national and local
developments in the last three
decades,
Triple Consolidation
Early issues of the paper, which
was a consolidation of The Union
and Advertiser and The Evening
Times, were published at 22 Exchange St., now a parking lot. In
1927 The Times-Union moved into
its present modern quarters at
Times Square. The newspaper's
history actually dates back to 1826,
when T'he Advertiser, which later
merged with The Daily Union, was
founded as the first daily newspaper west of the Hudson' River.
In that first issue, London was
reported recovering from a Zeppelin raid and the United States
had pledged defeated Russia utmost aid.
Locally, a housing development
was being started in Brighton by
the Browncroft Realty Corpora- ,
tion and Rochester's municipal
employes were asking for a pension plan.
On the editorial page, it was
promised that The Times-Union
would be a newspaper "truthful
without fear of bias" and Frank
Gannett and Erwin B. Davenport,
whose names appeared in the
editorial page masthead in the
first issue, still a,re fulfilling that
promise. Gannett is editor-publisher and Davenport is general
-manager.
Alexander a Holdout
Sports pages in the first issue
recorded that Pitcher Grover Cleveland Alexander remained "a real
holdout" as other members of the
Chicago Cubs baseball team headed for spring training at Pasadena, Calif.
Fay's Theater (now the Capitol)
was featuring "the wizard girl of
the screen, Theda Bara, in a remarkable super production, 'The
Forbidden Path,' plus six great
vaudeville acts."
A sale of ladies' untrimmed hats
at 97 cents was announced in the
Duffy-Powers self-serve basement
ad and the Rochester Railway Sr
Light Company was offering to
deliver a ton of coke for $7.75 on
the day The Times-Union was born.

iiappl Times- Union
. . . and many happy re- piliZZsz•ms'4',
turns of the day, from
The Democrat and Chronicle to its distinguished
contemporary, on its 30th
birthday.

. Says our editor, Harold
W. Sanford:

5,

"We congratulate The

both newspapers distinct but each on its
toes.'

Times on its splendid
record and Frank Gannett on his publishing
policies which have kept

(For news story of The
Times-Union's anniversary
yesterday please turn to
Page 12.)

Chats on Antiques
By JOAN LYNN SCHILD

•••••:,,V•
The front legs of this Empire bench have carved paw feet supported by gilded eagle wings. Stenciled decoration in gold also
ornaments the front of the seat. The back legs are carved in the
traditional manner.

A SMALL parlor bench, up-

holstered in leaf green
'velvet, with handsomely
carved feet and gold stencil] ing, bids you welcome as you
enter the door of the Campbell-Whittlesey house in Fitzhugh St. S.
Empire in style, it carries out the
feeling of the Greek Colonial architecture of the house, which was
'built in 1834, when classical influences were at their height.
Several years, ago, R. T. Miller, a
'retired business man, now living in
1 Scottsville, made a bequest of $10,000 to the University of Rochester
for use of Memorial Art Gallery to
form a collection of furniture and
furnishings of domestic design, illustrating the culture of the Genesee Valley.
Many pieces already acquired
from the fund belong to the Empire Period and are on permanent
loan to the Campbell-Whittlesey
house, which has been restored by
the Society for the Preservation of
'Landmarks in Western New York.
The bench is one of the most
important furniture items purchased through this fund. With two
other pieces, a huge wardrobe, entirely original, with exceedingly
rare American eagle carved feet

and gold stenciling, the piece de
resistance of the east bedroom, and
a fine console table, decorated in
1the same manner, it came from the
famous Davenport collection, which
!was dispersed at public auction in
Bath, N. Y., in the fall of 1946.
Just who discovered that stencils
could be used as a substitute for
metal applique, the chased, classical ormolu mounts with which
French Empire furniture was lavishly decorated, is not known,
But being less expensive than
the metal ornamentation, and less
costly in time and labor, it became
popular early in the 19th century
and was used, not only for furniture, but clocks, trays, and other
accessories, as well.
Strictly speaking French Empire
means Napoleon. In construction it
was heavy in comparison with
earlier styles, but its influence
spread rapidly to other parts of Eu•-:
rope and America. In 1808 a book ,
was published in Egland containing j
designs copied from French Em-j
pire patterns which did much to
popularize the style there. What
England liked we soon adopted.
In this country Duncan Phyfe
was the chief exponent of the
Empire style and carved paw
feet, the cornucopia and eagle
motifs were used by him and his
New York contemporaries with
charming effect,

8
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HUMPHREYS "THE PAINT MAN"
WALLPAPER, PAINTS, WINDOW SHADES, VENETIAN BLINDS

I 13 E. Main Street

Main 2I 17

Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Sold to
Address

POSITIVELY NO GOODS ACCEPTED FOR CREDIT OR
EXCHANGE WITHOUT THIS
ROLLS

YARDS

or Ouan.

or Size

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

AMOUNT
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THE FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOP

139 MAIN STREET EAST

PHONE MAIN 2491

ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

To

10862
CASH

Crackers from the Barrel Era
was due partly to better merchandising
and public preference.

IThe Liberation of

D&C Offers Reward in Fake Ad Case
Law Violation Cited
By Management
In Insertion
Fifty dollars reward.
That is what The Democrat and
Chronicle will pay for information
leading to the conviction of the
person who inserted a "phony"
apartment-to-rent classified advertisement in yesterday's paper.
Determined to run to earth and
punish the prankster or miscreant
who attempted to seize the housing shortage as a vehicle for his
vicious propensities, the management of this newspaper declared

Culver Section—Five-room. modern. apt.,
‘.-) tile bath, heated, X50. Call early.
Telephone number was chiseled off press plate when this
Want Ad was discovered to be "phony" to save embawassment for subscriber, false hopes for would-be tenants.
the insertion was in violation of
New York State law against fraudulent advertising.
The Democrat and Chronicle
makes every effort to protect its
readers against wilful viciousness
or practical jokes and it will continue to do so.
_–

More than 350 telephone calls
concerning the false ad were received immediately after the Sunday Democrat and Chronicle was
published. This newspaper regrets
that readers have been put to
trouble and had false hopes raised
through its insertion.
—
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105 -Year-Old Landmark Sale Set
•

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

Auto Dealer Buys Winton-East'Ave. Carriage Shop
Sale of a 105-year-old landmark
of the carriage trade days, at the
northwest corner of East Avenue
and Winton Road N., is scheduled next Monday.
Now an auto body repair and
painting garage operated- by Caley
& Nash Inc., 1828 East Ave., the
real property will be transferred
by the estate of the late Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Caley to Wolk
Brothers Company Inc., 23 Stillson
St., auto dealers. The deal includes a house at 17 Winton Rd. N.
The Caley & Nash firm is going
out of business. All machinery
and eqUipment has been sold
separately, and the office will be
closed Friday or Saturday, according to a company, official. Em-

ployes are planning a party Thursday.
The Caley interests — there are
five brothers and two sisters, children of Mrs. Caley—date back to
1856. It was then that their grandfather, Thomas Caley, purchased
the original carriage shop, built in
1842. Caley transferred the property in 1879 to a son, John P.
Caley, father of the seven Caley
heirs.
In 1880, John P. Caley formed a
partnership with J. Sidney Nash
of Fairport for operation of the
business under the name of Caley
& Nash. Five years later the present large building was constructed
around the original shop.
The real estate remained in John
P. Caley's name until his death in
1917, when It went to his wife,

Mrs. Elizabeth A. Caley. That same
year the business was incorporated
as Caley & Nash Inc. When Nash
died in 1931 the Caleys bought up
his business interest, and the entire business again came under the
Caley banner.
Mrs. Caley's seven children are:
Frank T. Caley, president of the
company; William H., vicepresident; Morrill J., secretary-treasurer; George and Arthur Caley,
Elizabeth Copson and Mrs. Dorothy
Eagle.
A contract for sale of the property has been signed. William
MacFarlane represents Caley &
Nash. Jacob L. Rubenstein represents Wolk Brothers.
The prospective buyers have not
announced their plans for use of
the property.

F9L
Neisner's Signs 2 Leases Tt. es'
C
Clearing Way for Expansion ICRRRip6g. riPi KC P.6
Neisner Brothers Inc. today an- 100 feet and is scheduled in 1949.
., raltriN5 efr L. 1 I
lit cqCAV 7
nounced signing of leases which Complete renovation of the existing r'14110•, ■AAIVC...41
will make it possible to expand the store is planned, with the extension
company's store in Main St. E. and of the three existing sales floors, ,,,,,
Cc Eirf rt.&
trt1-c , 4o.ve- 4,,
— S- trell
1 —
to provide a new entrance in Clin- installation of escalator service, an C'"''' 1r I °I -- 1
ton Ave. N. within the next two additional freight elevator and i
other improvements.
years.
i 1,(I,VIC I. i 'S`f i4 C.I.S4iiintl:^5 1, ft44.Stfl) ■
The company also announced toUnder the terms of one lease,
the store will be expanded east- day the establishment of a newin
SCy'rn.t.) '04..4
WOITY4.5 aye- W1/4114--.47
ward to take in space now occupied Cleveland district office to cover
by Stephens, women's apparel shop. stores in Ohio, Western New York
Under terms of the second, a 21x85- and Pennsylvania.
41St..b eS:Ckt rIVI'se.S I l'i 41!..,.. C-15 .
The limited price variety chain,
foot entrance will be constructed in
,..c. ,
founded
here
by
the
late
Abraham
Clinton Ave. N. where the present
Odd Fellows Building now stands. and Joseph Neisner, now embraces
The Main St. expansion will 114 stores in virtually all sections
.
€.1,CC:frt It- Calltr$ 4 W•er..31)or 4-1;ene. dpor.
bring the frontage to more than of the country.
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`HOT' TIME AT THE OLD FORGE

--/Z- `f fr.

P4C

The three Caley brothers, from left, Morrill, years a garage) which is to be razed. Their
Frank and William, roast "hots" in forge of I Brighton neighbors threw a farewell surpioneer Caley blacksmith shop (in recent prise party last night at the landmark.
••
Studding the bare wooden walls

Brighton Smithy Shop Closes
1!In
As roup at ers or - a e ,

....„ I -t—t••--v- • I,
'
/

19 S Pi •
,

were hand-forged horseshoe nails
i from which had once hung blackismith tools, tire hoops and harness.
4
one corner was a yellowed
;placard advertising a brand of cutplug popular with teamsters at the
turn of the century. A stump near
Beneath the smoky and time dried beams of a one-time la forge showed where the anvil i
smithy, a party was held last night as a sort of farewell (res_lonce stood.
1
To Be Razed
ture to a 105 year old. landmark that is soon doomed to clis-1
''
'. Looking around the place, the
appear from the Brighton scene.
—
In a surprise party to whiCE In 1880, a partnership was three surviving suns of John P.
more than 50 neighbors had come formed with J. Sidney Nash of Caley—Frank T., 69, Morill J., 72
with food and refreshments, good- Fairport and five years later a and William H., 62, had little to
byes were said to the last owners large addition was built around say.
of the building, but the unspoken the original shop.
''What is there to talk about?"
farewells were to the ancient
remarked William gruffly. "This
Changed Ownership
structure.
When John P. Caley died in 1917, place has seen a lot of things—if
The building, which stands at the property went to his wife' it could talk you'd really have
the corner of East' Ave. and Win- Elizabeth. The business was in- ! something to write about."
ton Rd. N., was erected as a corporated the same year as Caley 1 The structure which was recently
blacksmith shop in 1842. In it & Nash Inc, and when the latter sold to Wolk Brothers Co. Inc., 23
were
built
stagecoaches and died in 1931, the Caleys bought up Stillson St., auto dealers, is to be
-wagons. Repairs were made and his interest.
I razed to make way for a garage
.
.
.
horses shoed at its five flaming As the years passed and with it f to be constructed on the site.
forges.
the day of the horse and buggy,
In 1856 the smithy came into the
possession of Thomas Caley who the business of the blacksmith shop
later transferred the property to changed from wagon work to the
a son .John P. and his seven repair and painting of automobiles.
But last night there was still
children.
ample evidence of what the place
had once been.
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35 YEARS AGO TODAY-1913
Highest temperature, 46 degrees ; lowest
temperature, 25 degrees.
The old United States Hotel in West Main
Street, built in 1826, first home of the Uniyersity of Rochester, has been sold for $90,000.
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GRANDFATHER LeonardJerome, a N.Y. . JENNIE JEROME, a renowned beauty, wed Lord
Times director, was a famed U.S. turfman.
Randolph Churchill and became Winston's mother.
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Ladies on Ice
Fashions change but fun remains the
same over forty years of winter sports.
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Avon as the Birds See It

SAM LANZA, OWNER

Steaks—Chops—Dinners—Platters
Short Orders—Open 24 Hours

Avon as the Birds See It

G & R RESTAURANT
411111

41111w

SAM LANZA, OWNER

Steaks—Chops—Dinners—Platters
Short Orders—Open 24 Hours

SOUTH AVE. and COURT F
(Opposite Public Library)

TELEPHONE MAIN 8567
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Highland Park Grass Seed
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This Beautiful Lawn, Freshly Green All Summer, Surrounding the Very Modern Buildings of Harold H. Clapp, Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
Manufacturers of Clapp's Baby Foods, was Made with Highland Park Grass Seed

Mrs. Sam McGredy

Our Highland Park Grass Seed
helped make this beautiful lawn on
the grounds surrounding the home
of Mrs. Robert Douglas at 1510
East Ave. in Rochester, New York.

EEDS, PLANTS and BULBS • SPRING 1948
HART & VICK, Inc. 49-55 Stone st. Rochester, N.Y.

Chats on Antiques
is National Antiques Week. It was proclaimed by
THIS
Gov. Dewey after a resolution by the Legislature, which
confirms the opinion we have often expressed in this column
—that "all forms of antipies as cultural history are necessary to teach a greater familiarity with our past.

By JOAN LYNN SCHILD

Washington's foot on the neck of
the British lion and the inscription
"By Virtue and Valor we have
Freed our Country, Extended our
Commerce and Laid the Foundation'
of a Great Republic."
She believes they were among
the few made by Major Samuel
Jenks of the Fusiliers.
These are very rare pitchers, typical of the yellow Liverpool ware,'
transfer-printed in black which
was decorated with portraits, more
or less imaginary likenesses, and
eulogies of our first president.
Such flattering sentiments ascribed
to Washington at a time of great
bitterness and even open warfare
between the mother country and
her offspring indicate the length to
which British tradesmen would go
to earn an honest Yankee penny.

And as an appropriate feature
of the celebration, New York State's lar medium of the wealthy for
Freedom Train is on exhibition wall decoration. This paper was
his week at the National Antiques discovered in 1911 during restoraShow at Madison Square Garden, Lion of the entrance hall of the
New York City.
college and is said to be the oldest
The purpose of the train is 'to block-printed paper in existence.
onvey to citizens of the Empire The real development of wallState the enormous influence which paper came with the introduction
New York has had on the forma- of domino or marbled papers, so
lion and continuance of American called because they were made by
liberty.
the dominotiers of France. These
The idea of the New York train marbled papers were used to
originated, according to Dr. Charles decorate book covers and as box
Gosnell, , state librarian, because linings. They required no printthe stops of the original Freedom ing but were made by floatTrain were so limited that only mg- off the colors from the surfew people were able to visit it.
face of water after "combing"
them into various marbled designs.
Lincoln Proclamation Shown
Imitation of Tapestry.
Documents on the New York
In 1620 the discovery .Was made
Freedom Train include some of the
most precious papers from the state that chopped wool could be used
archives, among them the original to produce wallpaper which remanuscript of the Emancipation sembled velvet and tapestry so
Proclamation of Abraham Lincoln, closely as to deceive both the eye
one of the real treasures' in the and the fingers. This was called
the flock process and very simple.
state's possession.
We were interested to discover Instead of using ink, as in wood
block printing, the design was put
how this rare and important manuon with glue or sizing and bits
script came to be in the archives
of wool or silk in different colors
of our state instead of the Conwere blown over it while still wet.
gressional Library at Washington,
The superfluous wool was then
where most other papers of nashaken off to leave a perfect imitional importance are housed.
tation of brocaded silk or velvet.
The original draft, dated Sept. No attempt was made in the
22, 1862, was presented to the Al- earliest 'papers to arrange designs
bany Relief Bazaar in February, so they would match when the
1864, where it brought the sum of small sheets were put on the wall.
$1,100 and became the property of It was not until 1688 that printing
Gerrit Smith, New York city of the designs with continuous
philanthropist and abolitionist, who repeat was developed by Jean
gave it to the United States Sani- Papillion and the casual effect
tary Commission. By vote of the disappeared.
Legislature in 1865, it was purWallpaper was not in general
I chased for $1,000 and ordered to be
use in America before 1750. Late in
deposited in the State Library,
the 18th century there was a rage
Where it has remained ever since.
in New England for scenic papers.
panoramas that covered the entire
'Common Sense' Included
room with a landscape or a story
Another authoritative document
without repetition. Most of these
on the train is a copy of Tom
were imported from France.
'Paine's "Common Sense." An or. • •
iginal copy of this famous paper,
often credited with starting the
Rare
Liverpool
Jugs
American Revolution, was found
in this vicinity a few years ago Owned by Medinan
by Kenneth Maher, local antiMRS. HOWARD JUDD writes
quarian.
Supplementing the documentary
from Medina that she has
"antiques," an exhibit of „early two Liverpool jugs, similar to those
Americana furniture and handi- on exhibit at Woodside.
craft identified with our struggle
They were made in Liverpool in ,
for independence is staged at the 1796 for her great-grandfather,'
show.
John Stocking, and have his name
This year marks the silver anni- printed on the front with a picture ;
versary of Monticello, Thomas of his clipper ship, The IndependJefferson's home in Virginia, as a ence, which plied between New''
national shrine and many fine York and Liverpool.
pieces which belonged to the third
On the reverse side of one are
president have been loaned by the the emblems of the Masonic order
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foun- of which he was a member in Liv-,
dation. Among them are a chair erpool. The other jug has a picture
which he used as vicepresident of Washington and his army, with
when the nation's capitol was in
Philadelphia, a chair which he
brought from France when he was
ambassador in 1798, and. two others
with solid silver trimmings.
The theme of the National Antiques Show is "Freedom."
•

•

•

Wallpaper Art
Has Long History
WALLPAPER making was once'
as much of an art as cabinet
making, according to Mildred
son, representative' of the Imperial
Wall Paper and Color Corporation
of Glenn Falls, addressed the
Rochester Antiquarian League
Tuesday night at the Museum.
Where and when wallpaper
making originated is still a moot,
question, she said, but it certainly'
prospered in France. As early as
1481, Louis XI of France commissioned an artist,to make 50 panels
of paper to be used in the palaces.
As the earliest wall coverings were
tapestries and brocades, these early wall papers were painted to
simulate more costly and sumptuous hangings used in the great
houses of Europe in the 16th and
17th centuries.
Simulated Damask
In 1509 Christ's College in Carnbridge, England, had a paper made
to simulate damask, then a pnpu,
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Eluingston Co. Surrogate Court
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THE ROCHESTER GRAND OPERA CO.
presents a distinguished production of
Puccini's Opera

iosca
X ct Cr
with
World's Most Famous Singing Couple
FERRUCCIO

TAGLIAVINI
PIA

TASSINARI
FERRUCCIO TAGLIAVINI

•

Brilliant Supporting Cast
FRIGERIO, WILDERMANN, HARRIS,
TALLONE, GLENNON, EDWARDS
NICHOLAS RESCIGNO, Conductor

Sunday, March 21 - 8 P. M. Sharp

•
A Few Good Seats Still Available Now
at Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co.
Main Floor Ticket Office

•
AUDITORIUM THEATRE
East Main Street
Rochester, New York

PIA TASSINARI

Tagliavini's recent Metropolitan debut created a storm of approval, a furore unequalled
since Caruso. This is the first appearance in Rochester of Tagliavini and Tassinari at the
same time in opera. In private life Pia Tassinari is the wife of Ferruccio Tagliavini.
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Rochester is the home of more than 1,500 industries,
To Syracus
Albany including America's largest clothing plants. Famous
Montrea products from Rochester industries include: Bausch &
Lomb Optical Goods, Beech-Nut Coffee, Blue Label
Ketchup, Clapp's Baby Foods, Cutler Mail Chutes,
Delco Automatic Heating Equipment, Eastman Kodaks,
Evening in Paris Cosmetics, Fanny Farmer Candies,
French's Mustard, General Railway Signals, Gleason
Gear Cutters, General Motors Auto Accessories,
yea

To Lake Ontario
yv% And The Port
Of Rochester

Graflex Cameras, Hickok Belts, Mason & Hamlin
Pianos, Matrix Shoes, Pfaudler Glasslined Tanks,
Ritter Dental Equipment, Shuron Glasses, 5nider's
Catsup, Stromberg-Carlson Radios, Superba Cravats,
Taylor Thermometers, Todd Protectographs, Women's
Arch-Aid Shoes, and Yawman & Erbe Office Equip-

THE

POWERS
HOTEL

ment.
Bus Port of Rochester visited by ships from all over the
Termina world.

1

University of Rochester, School of Medicine, School of
Dentistry and Women's College.

T

I

Capitol
To
Theatre
Buffalo
Niagara Falls
Toronto

Subway
Stations

Rochester Museum of Arts and Sciences. Runde!

Memorial Library, one of the country's leading
To
Finger Lakes libraries. Memorial Art Gallery featuring permanent
New York City exhibitions of paintings, photography and sculpture.
Eastman School of Music which attracts students from
every corner of the globe. World's leading musical

• POWERS HOTEL is centrally located on main thoroughfare.

artists appear at the Eastman Theatre during the
opera season.
One of America's finest Public Park Systems, compris-

• CITY BUSES stop at the Powers' front entrance.
• SUBWAY STATION 1 block away.

ing 24 parks covering nearly 2,000 acres, 8 miles of
bridle trails, 2 zoos. World's largest lilac display.

Large Conservatory open year around.
• OUT-OF-TOWN BUSES. Greyhound terminal 4 blocks
Numerous fine sandy beaches and public bath houses
away. Blue Bus Terminal (hourly service to Buffalo) 3
along the shore of Lake Ontario and nearby lakes.
blocks distant.
Three 18-hole public golf courses, 10 country clubs,
• RAILROAD STATIONS. New York Central 5 blocks 36 public tennis courts, 8 skating rinks and 3 toboggan
away. Lehigh Valley 2 blocks distant. Baltimore & slides. Hockey games, lacrosse matches, football,
soccer, polo and league basketball and baseball
Ohio 4 blocks away.
• AIRPORT. 5 miles from the Powers. Frequent service

games.
The beautiful Finger Lakes district and picturesque

to all parts of the country.

THE ROTARY, LION'S AND AD CLUBS
HAVE HEADQUARTERS AT THE POWERS

Watkins Glen and Portage Falls are only a short drive
from Rochester.Niagara Falls and the Canadian border
can be reached by motor in less than two hours. The
Adirondack Mountains are also within easy motoring

Above. Cozy basement level cafeteria seating nearly 250

7Cie POWERS
SHOPS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Below. Air-conditioned bar and grill

Only a few steps from your room you will find:
barber shop, beauty parlor, men's custom tailor,
valet service, laundry, newspaper-candy-smoke
stand, gift and book store, florist, drug store,
public stenographer and notary, photo studio,
travel bureau, and garage.

FINEST BANQUET FACILITIES
Below. Spacious Ballroom

OLD ENGLISH BAR, GRILL AND
LADIES' COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Air-Conditioned. Luncheon, Dinner and Supper. An
excellent bar, open Monday through Saturday
from 10 A.M. to h30 A.M. Open Sunday from 1 P.M.
to midnight.
"POWETTE" SODA-SANDWICH BAR
Entrance, 36 West Main Street

Above. Typical cheery guest room with comfortable beds

300 LARGE. CLEAN PLEASANT ROOMS
Single Room with Bath or Shower

$2.75 to $4.75 per day

Double Room, Double Bed, Bath or Shower

$5.00 to $6.75 per day

Double Room, Twin Bed, Bath or Shower

$6.00 to $7.25 per day

Single Room, with Running Water only

$2.00 per day

(NOTE: Each additional person per room ....$2.00)
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----- Above. Main Dining Room

report praised the tireless women
who "day after day have climbed
ORN in an old mansion on a hill in the year of 1S89, the the steep hill on which the hospital
rests and have patiently given
Hahnemann Hospital, long ago aptly renamed the High-. their attention to even the pettiest
land, was the child of a rebellion.
affairs."
Its founders were a small but militant "splinter" of the
One of the lady managers was a
homeopathic bloc of the medical
famous one, Mrs. Mary Jane
has
been
in
operation
nearly
a
profession, then arrayed against
Holmes of Brockport. who wrote
the allopathic school. But there year. The means used in the art some 40 best sellers of the Victorwere two kinds of homeopaths, the of healing during that time have ian age.
Hahnemannites and "the eclec- ' been the single remedy, the
The women edited the monthly
tics," just as there are Truman similar remedy and the smallest periodical, the Hahnemann AdvoDemocrats and Wallace Democrats dose compatible with the ability
today. And the followers of the to cure, in accordance with the cate, and through its flies march
principles of the Saxony-born Dr. principles of Hahnemann . . . the events of many changing years.
One reads that the hospital
Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843), No morphine or opiate or anonumbered many laymen, as well as dyne has been used."
had 12 patients the first month
doctors.
Admitting that "many times the (the capacity was only 20 beds);
That old rift has long been workers have been weary" but , that it had its own dairy and
healed and is all but forgotten now. that they kept on because "the ! hennery and that the first
But in the Rochester of 1889 it was world was watching .their pioneer !! nurses, who wore uniforms of
very real. The feeling was so in- movement," the Hahnemannites, white and blue gingham, were
tense that a
few in.number (out of 40 homeo- examined in "reading, penmanhandful of
pathic physicians in this place, ship, simple arithmetic and EngFOURTH
Hahnemannite s
less than 10 are faithful) struggling lish dictation" before being adseceded f rom
OF A
against great odds and misrepre- mitted.
the County HoLike its counterpart at the
sentations," now were appealing
SERIES
meopathic So"to the friends of pure Homeo- Homeopathic Hospital, the Advo
ciety and oppathy for co-operation and finan- cate was eternally appealing for
ened their own hospital.
donations. The hospital on the hill
support."
They rented the former home- cial
That ringing statement was had its "Saturday Baskets" to be
stead of Judge Henry R. Selden in
signed by nine physicians, headed! filled, too.. In June 1901, listed unOakland (now Rockingham) St.
. Joseph A. Biegler, the! der the heading "What We Need,"
and on Apr. 10, 1889, only six days by Dr1
•,:rel- 1- 0,117TIC
after its. incor
mann Home°,
opened. It wa
in the world
misingly
methods.

By ARCH MERRILL
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Two years
pathic Hospi
porated and
it began life
tween them
Hahnemann a
The faction
of the road"
brought out i
Friends of
in 1890. It also was a • ec ara ion
three attendants.
Parsons spoke.
was an institution of the "middle
2:2
At the turn of the century, while
of faith and it was couched in
The hospital on the bill had the Hiram (Western UnionY'Sib-1
fighting terms. The founders of the! humble beginnings. It knew many
Hahnemann Hospital were the anxious early days. The prop- leys were guiding the destinies of
kind who once they had put their erty was rented for $200 a year the Homeopathic Hospital, the Ru-,
hands to the plow, would never and remodeled for hospital use fus A. (Department Store) Sibleys'
turn back.
as a cost of $2,000, which was were giving lavishly of their servThe manifesto declared that raised by popular subscription. A ices and money to the hospital on
"when' the homeopathic physicians barn was converted into a tem- the hill. In 1902, the year the hosof Rochester who believed in the pi:Wary home for the six nurses pital dropped the cumbersome
discoveries of Hahnemann took and some of the physicians wield- Hargous Memorial from its name
the _decisive step of separating! ed hammers and saws in fitting and became plain Hahnemann, it
received a princely Rufus Sibley
themselves from the county so- It tip.
' gift, a $25,000 wing providing 21
ciety . . . the very life of homeoThe young hospital found a LadY;private rooms.
pathy here was at stake and its
fair name daily dragged in the. Bountiful in Mrs. Nina Hargous
Other names high on lists of
mire by those who should have Appleton of Boston, an ardentgivers
in those days were those
been its defenders. Three-fourths disciple of Hahnemann, who gave of Mrs. Maria Eastman and her
of the members of the Monroe two beds, one for children, the
County Homeopathic Society were other for adults, in memory of her son, George, whose Kodak business
was booming. In 1903 the Maria
not only using allopathic measures parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Eastman district nurse began
but were also continually chasing Hargous, of an old Pittsford fern- making her rounds and after his
after every new fad and patent ily. In 1890 she bought the property mother's death in 1907, George
la
gave
or $17,000
medicine . . ."
Eastman continued to finance the
pital. In 1891 the name was changed nurse until the Community Chest
After citing that many laymen to the Hargous Memorial Hahne-,vas set
up after World War 1.
had urged the move, the pro- mann Hospital;
The Kodak magnate many times
nunciamento continued: "The
Its story follows a familiar Roch:hired the Dossenbach Orchestra to
separation took place and a ester pattern, with the lady manhospital was opened, the only agers and the members of the '
one in the world where Hahneewinnd
g a other societi.s bearing
man's teachings were faithfully a heavy share of the burden of
observed. . . . The institution keeping it going. The fi rst annual
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report praised the tireless women
who "day after day have climbed
ORN in an old mansion on a hill in the year of 1889, the the steep hill on Which the hospital
rests and have patiently given
Hahnemann. Hospital, long ago aptly renamed the High- their
attention to even the pettiest
land, was the child of a rebellion.
affairs."
Its founders were a small but militant "splinter" of the
One of the lady managers was a
homeopathic bloc of the medical
famous one, Mrs. Mary Jane •
profession, then. arrayed against , has been in operation nearly a Holmes of Brockport, who wrote
the allopathic school. But there t year. The means used in the art some 40 best sellers of the Victorwere two kinds of homeopaths, the k of healing during that time have ian age.
Hahnemannites and "the eclec- ; been the single remedy, the
The women edited the monthly
tics," just as there are Truman similar remedy and the smallest
periodical, the I-lahnemann AdvoDemocrats and Wallace Democrats dose compatible with the ability
today. And the followers of the to cure, in accordance with the cate, and through its files march
principles of the Saxony born Dr. principles of Hahnemann . . . the events of many changing years.'
Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843), No morphine or opiate or anoOne reads that the hospital
numbered many laymen, as well as dyne has been used."
had 12 patients the first month
doctors.
Admitting that "many times the (the capacity was only 20 beds);
That old rift has long been workers have been weary" but; that it had Its own dairy and
healed and is all but forgotten now. that they kept on because "the; hennery and that the first
But in the Rochester of 1889 it was world was watching .their pioneer nurses, who wore uniforms of
very real. The feeling was so in- movement," the Hahnemannites, white and blue gingham, were ,
tense that a
few in•number (out of 40 homeo- examined in "reading, penmanhandful of
pathic physicians in this place, ship, simple arithmetic and EngFOURTH
Hahnemannite s
less than 10 are faithful) struggling lish dictation" before being adseceded from
OF A
against great odds and misrepre- mitted.
the County HoLike its counterpart at the
sentations," now were appealing
SERIES
meopathic So"to the friends of pure Homeo- Homeopathic Hospital, the Advociety and oppathy for co-operation and finan- cate was eternally appealing for
ened their own hospital.
donations. The hospital on the hill
t h former
e- cial support."
They' rented
e ormerhom
That ringing statement was had its "Saturday Baskets" to be
stead of Judge Henry R. Selden in
, filled, tod. In June 1901, listed unOakland (now Rockingham) St. signed by nine physicians, headed
and on Apr. 10, 1889, only six days by Di. Joseph A. Biegler, the der the heading "What We Need,"
spearhead of the secession move-, were: Towels, nightgowns, blanafter its, incorporation, the Hahnemann Homeopathic Hospital was ment and the first superintendent kets, reading matter and SUN-1y their frii
ere Fred Pa
opened. It was hailed as the first of the Hahnemann Homeopathic SHINE ON TEE DAY OF THEpop, Glenn
FETE.
in the world to follow uncompsg- Hospital.
The last need at least was filled1°•
*
misingly "pure homeopathic"
for the next issue tells of the sig- *
methods.
THERE WAS MUCH MORE to
nal success of the annual GardenLo learn tha
the founding of the hospital on Fete. The grounds were igorgeously;SN retired,
The Hahnemann banner was
the hill than the issuing of warlike illuminated by Japanese lanternseronautics
,
raised on a commanding emit
statements. Hard work and the
tion,
nenee on the southern outskirts liberality of many idealistic people (donated by Sibley, Lindsay &
turn
Curr), supported by arches gaily
of the city, near the beautiful
made it possible.
ester
decorated with red and white buntHighland Park that Ellwanger
Names notable in the life of old ing" (courtesy of McCurdy & Norh
and Barry had recently given the
Rochester sprinkle the list of in well and Burke, Fitzsimmons and
out
city. The grounds were studded
corporators,, among them: Rufus K.
with oaks and fruit trees and Dryer, the banker, first president. Hone). The King's Daughters of
year,
Pittsford "contributed a crock of
according to an early prospectus,
of the board; Joseph T. Cunningthe
the site was "blessed with a ham, the carriage manufacturer] nice butter" and B. C. Harned was
neer
thanked for "carving the ham."
fresh pure air that nerves and
and Dr. Algernon S. Crapsey, the
been
gives hope to the despondent in- liberal Episcopal rector who was Speaking of ham, a later issue
CAA
acknowledged C. T. Ham's gift of
valid." Few hospitals in all the
destined for national fame. All
for
land have a finer setting.
religious faiths were represented in) two lanterns for the horse-drawn
year
am
Inbulance.
Two years before, the Homes. the founders. All had faith in the
for
the same year, 1901, it was
whit
pat:hie Hospital had been incor- Hahnemann ideology. A cardinal recorded that "the life of the hosto
porated and in September, 1889'
of the hospital was that pital for the past two months has .si.
his
it began life in Alexander St. It principle
no one should 'ever be turned away been little golden-haired John —
MacKay.
tween them and the disciples of
its doors.
who came to us from the lY ,
,s,
Hahnemann a great gulf yawned. from its doors.
The factional bitterness is clearly The day the hospital was opened dreadful Orphan Asylum fire and " " v`
of the road" homeopaths and be- was a stormy one and the road was is occupying the free child's bed." ;nes is bac]
almost impassable yet some 200 It was an echo of one of Roches: tion and ;In
brought out in an "Appeal to the people came to the formal recepter's
most terrible fires which' for the 1f.
i
Friends of Homeopathy," issued tion at which Mayor Cornelius It.' took the lives of 28 children andnmcl'ard, a
in 1890. It also was a declaration
three attendants.
was an institution of the "middle Parsons spoke.
At the turn of the century, .while,
of faith and it was couched in
The hospital on the hill had ' the Hiram (Western Union '"Sib,],
fighting terms. The founders of the humble beginnings. It knew many
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Hahnemann Hospital were the anxious early days. The prop- leys were guiding the destinies of''
kind who once they had put their erty was rented for $200 a year the Homeopathic Hospital, the Ruhands to the plow, would never and remodeled for hospital use fus A. (Department Store) Sibleys
turn back.
as a cost of $2,000, which was were giving lavishly of their servThei manifesto declared that raised by popular subscription. A ices and money to 'the hospital on
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play for the patients and nurses at
the hospital.
In 1903, 15 Hahnemann nurses
responded to a call for help from
Ithaca, stricken by a typhoid
epidemic. That year the hospital
got a new and much needed ambudance from the Cunningham factory. It was painted black with
red trimming and its interior was
lined with mahogany. With it
came two new horses, a double
harness and a new uniform for
the driver.
On Sept. 16, 1904, a rare operation was performed at the hospital, with Dr. M. E. Graham
and Dr. Frank Fowler in the
leading surgical roles. A woman
factory worker had been virtually scalped when her hair became caught in a revolving
shaft. The doctors successfully
grafted skin from a collie dog
en her head. The operation.
' which proved disastrous for the
dog, a stray from the Pound, was I
a sensation of the time. -;
The Advocate files bring back,
many scenes from the march of :
events on the hill . . . the building;
of a $5,000 nurse s' catagei
in 1905 . . . the record 6-minute
run the horse-drawn hospital am-:
balance made to the fire which all!
but 'destroyed School 23 in Novem-;
ber, 1905 . . . the annual crop of 1
Fourth of July casualties, the kids
with their firecracker burns . . .1
the editor, after watching a horse
haul an ice wagon up the steep
hill on a hot day, campaigning
for an ice house for the hospital . . . the long service of Judge
Arthur E. Sutherland as head of
the board.
New buildings kept rising on the
illtop, a ward building in 1906;
laundry the next year; in 1909
[through the munificent $50,000 gift
of George Eastman a three-story,
fireproof building; a new nurses"
home in 1912; a $70,000 administration and maternity building in 1913
to replace the old Selden homestead in which the hospital had
begun. Two rooms of the old
residence are still preserved in a;
children's wing.
Reminder of one of Western New
York's greatest disasters is the no.
tation in 1911 that 19 of the injured
in the Lehigh Valley train wreck
at Manchester were brought to the
Hahnemann and but one lived,
The wreck took 29 lives and injured 74. That same year a new
pavement was laid in South Ave.
from Linden St; to the newly
opened Bellevue Drive, giving a
better approach to the hospital.
The motor age dawned on the
hill in 1912 when Industrialist
George W. Todd gave the hospital
its first motorized ambulance. The
next year he gave another. In
1913 the Rochester Railway &
Light Company presented a pulmotor and the Advocate described
the new apparatus at length.
The first World War came and
14 of the 29 staff physicians joined
the Medical Corps while 69 graduates of the nursing school fol.
lowed the flag--one to far Siberia.
In 1918 the year of the great flu
epidemic, the hospital opened four
diagnostic laboratories, the first of
their kind in Western New York.
It was in 1921 that the Hahnemann became the Highland Hospital because the old name meant
[ nothing in a new age when homeopaths and allopaths were one.
As the years went by, more new
buildings crowned the hilltop, the
$140,000 North building in 19271
and the $200, 000 Hall Memorial,
the maternity btiilding, the gift of
Miss Louie A. Hall in 1937.

Hahnemann Hospital
It's an imposing hospital plant
that stands today on its commanding site on the southern
heights where the lilacs, flaunt
their multi-colored glory in the
springtime, where first the
Hahnemann banner was raised
59 years ago come Apr. 10.

More like a bakery wagon than an ambulance, in appearance,
was the horse-drawn vehicle above which served Hahnemann
Hospital in its early beginnings. But perhaps it was in keeping with the former Henry R. Selden mansion in Rockingham
St. (upper right) where hospital began in 1889. At far right
is pictured the first motorized ambulance, in use when the
"Highland" was still the Hahnemann. Below is an early
operating room, with "modern" equipment of that era.
Note the cluttered room and "unsterile" open windows.
—
--——
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There's

MUSIC at

TRICKLE DUE TO STOP Infte)0( $.5 ititfg
This is about the last of the trickle of coal that has been
going to Canada from the Port of Rochester since the mine
shutdown. Cars are going onto the Car Ferry Ontario.

Yes, there's
MUSIC AT
DAVID'S! Come
in and enjoy it,
won't you?

Yes, now you can shop at David's with a most pleasant shopping companion - - - Music by Muzak! The soft melodies
help relieve shopping fatigue, create an air of well-being!
The music is not continuous, but on a schedule of fifteen
minutes on and fifteen minutes off. Our employees, too,
will get a "lift" from these lilting melodies.
It is only fitting that Rochester's most beautiful fashion store
shall also furnish beautiful music, for lovely melodies go_
hand in hand• with breathtaking fashion_s
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Yes, there's
MUSIC AT
DAVID'S! Come
in and enjoy it,
Won't you?

Yes, now you can shop at David's with a most pleasant shopping companion - - - Music by Muzak! The soft melodies
help relieve shopping fatigue, create an air of well-being!
The music is not continuous, but on a schedule of fifteen
minutes on and fifteen minutes off. Our employees, too,
will get a "lift" from these lilting melodies.
It is only fitting that Rochester's most beautiful fashion store
shall also furnish beautiful musk, for lovely melodies go_
hand in hand. with breathtaking fashions_fre.,..-r—'

COBB'S HILL RESERVOIR AND EASTERN WIDE
WATERS. Forty years ago this was a wooded hill, and
the Widewaters seen at top left of the helicopter view
was a basin where horse- and mule-drawn canal barges
stayed a while, or discharged and took on cargoes of
lumber. In 1908 the Reservoir was finished, later the

western sldpe of the hillwas given to the city by George
Eastman and planted to lilacs, and with the construction of the Barge Canal south of the city the Eri3 bed
wa,s abandoned (now the subway) and the Eastern
Widewaters became Widewaters Lake. One of the cit
most popular
and
beauty spots. 74...1.
— -most prized
-------------

it

Felled by flash gale, this tree temporarily blocked Lake Avenue near Holy Sepulchre Cemetery.

DeValera
4S
5 Relatives in Rochester
Anxiously awaiting a telephone
call and visit from Eamon de
Valera, former premier of Ireland
who is now visiting America, are
four Rochester cousins and an
uncle.
DeValera, who was born in Manhattan, and whose mother, Mrs.
Catherine Wheelwright, lived and
died in Rochester, is expected by
his relatives here to visit Rochester on his way to San Francisco
where he has been invited by the
United Irish Societies of that city
to be grand marshal of the St.
Patrick's Day parade next Sunday.
The family, whose members are
all sons and daughters of a sister
of Mrs. Wheelwright, expect to
hear from De Valera shortly. His
mother is buried in Holy Sepulcher Cemetery. She lived in
Brighton St.
His Rochester relatives are Mrs.
Mary Connelly Johnson, 25 Barkley St.; Mrs. Elizabeth C. Beldue,
15 Kay Ter.; Edward Connelly,
1210 Clinton Ave. N., and Mrs.
Anna Johnson, 76 Sawyer St., all
first cousins, and an uncle, Patrick
Connelly, 55 Breck St.
De Valera's last visit to Rochester was about 20 years ago, when
he came to the city for the funeral
of his stepfather.

De Valera in U. S.,
Predicts War 3.
New York—(113)—Eamon .de Valera, former Prime Minister of Eire Mrs. Elizabeth Baldue, left, and Mrs. Mary Johnson, examine
said yesterday he thought the a picture of Eamon de Valera, former premier of Eire, and
world was headed for a third world
war. He added that the United their cousin. They expect that Be Valera, who arrived in
Nations "doesn't amount to much." this country yesterday, will visit his Rochester relatives.
De Valera, who was born in New
York, made the statements at a country in 18 years. He was re- tions.
news conference following his ar- placed as Prime Minister by John
He plans a tour of this country,
rival here for his first Visit to this Costello after last month's oleo- and said he would call on President,
•

DE VALERA
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OLD CAMPAIGNERS are these four men who served as
charter members of the Rochester War Chest drive in 1918.
The quartet, James E. Gleason, Edward G. Miner, James S.
Watson, and Mortimer Adler, from left, inspect original
campaign posters.

Oldtimers Recall First Drive
As Chest Marks 30th Year
In 1918 when the first War Chest (now the Community
Chest) drive for funds was held, they enlivened the proceedings by stirring up competition among teams.
The rivalry proved to be extremely keen in the Individual .
Subscriber's Division. And the top—
team that year was captained by
Elmer E. Fairchild.
But a couple of years later when James
George W. Todd, treasurer of the Watson,
Chest, became captain of one of ward G.
the teams, the competition became campaignterrific.
000 to be
Todd worked hard in getting to- B. East
gether his team. He managed to member,
corner a group of workers who
"It wai
themselves were big givers to the remarked
Chest. So when, on the first day ; reached
of the campaign, there was talk; workers,
about the team competition Todd
stepped up and announced the Adler. "1
total gifts by members of his team than
—with their soliciting efforts yet 108.000 di
to come.
"There
"Here's something for you boys naratory
to shoot at," said Todd, announcing "bringing
the team's donations, "and there's agencies
more on the way."
peals.. E
That was nearly 30 years ago, smoothly;
and since then the teams are more That fi
But was the
"scientifically" distributed.
,competition among drive workers, Rochester
the Unive
now as then, has been keen.
Today is the 30th anniversary of "And I d
the Community Chest, and yester- realized t
day four of the five remaining paigns h
charter members of the organiza- Chest ha,
tion reminisced about the early 'Monroe C
2,000 sepa
(days of the venture.

Still on Job alter 30 Years

Mortimer Adler is shown above (left) as he appeared as secretary
for the Community Chest at its founding and (right) as he appears
as treasurer for the Chest today.
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BODIES PRESERVED IN PLASTIC
Transparent mounts make it easier to study human and animal anatomies
As any high-school science student knows, the
study and handling of biological specimens like
dead frogs or newborn rats can be an unpleasant chore. Because specimens are commonly preserved in bottles of formaldehyde, they are difficult to examine, give off foul odors and frequently disintegrate after being in use for a time.
A new method of preserving specimens, by imbedding them in blocks of crystal-clear plastic, is
now about to revolutionize biological display and
study. The method, which makes use of a resin
known as Bio-Plastic, has been developed commercially by Ward's Natural Science Establishment
Inc. of Rochester, N.Y. Bio-Plastic makes it pos-

sible to preserve indefinitely not only butterflies
and scorpions but such delicate, soft-bodied specimens as pig embryos, jellyfish and even the human
fetus and cross-sections of the human body.
Bio-Plastic mounts are practically indestructible. Specimens can be studied from every angle
with the naked eye or under the microscope. The
mounts are so easy to make (next page) that even
a rank amateur can get fair results. One bad feature is that fumes from a pan in which the plastic is
poured may contaminate food in a home refrigerator or oven. A home kit, including special heating
equipment, is now on the market, so that hobbyists can safely make their own Bio-Plastic mounts.

WARDS
NITTUI
CIE'NC

frSif`BFI4ZPINI.E*N
0 4,

HUMAN FETUS is lowered through top un-gelled layer of plastic and laid
on second gelled layer. Ward's is the first commercial company to treat successfully the human fetus and cross sections of the human body in this way.

3,000

0C3e*.O3,gy,

embedded in plastic is held up for
xamination by Dr. Dean L. Gamble, Ward's president.

FROG SKELETON

BAKING IN OVEN to set plastic is next step after top layer has hardened.
Theodore Romaniak, co-developer with Dr. R. L. Roudabush of the Bio-Plastic
process, removes tray of plastic after it has been in the oven for three hours.

Marks Birthday at Open House

MRS. WILLIAM Z. WERNER

Mrs. William E. Werner
Feted on 81st Birthday
By RUTH B. CHAMBERLAIN
ANOTHER MILESTONE in an eventful and useful
life was passed delightfully yesterday by one of Rochester's
most beloved citizens . . . Mrs. William E. Werner . . . on
her 81st birthday.

She was one of the organizers of,
The relatives and friends she
loves, paused to send her their beet he Tuesday Musicale, fore-runner
wishes by phone, card and telegram I 'f the present Rochester Civic
while gifts of flowers and ,other re- iIttsic Association. Through her inmembrances made the day a happy, terest and enthusiasm she inspired
one for one who has brought muchothers to share her aims in helping
happiness and inspiration to others.: Rochester to become music-con' music, scions. Particularly has she been
Her love of children, of
and all matters for the betterment' interested in this phase of entertainment and education for chilof the community stems from a' d
deep well of human understanding)ren. He home in fact, is a mecca
while her rare sense of humor has for young people, and she delights
n talkingo them, encouraging
saved many a situation from be, them, sharing, their problems, theirI
coming embarassing. ,
Ihopes and hobbies.
Following a luncheon at the home I
I
'She has also given vital service ,
in Sandringham Road of her
to the community through her more!
daughter, Mrs. Frank E. Gan-' than 30 years as president of the'
1 nett, Mrs. Werner received her board of
informally at her Oxfordoard of the Rochester State Hoe
Street home where she has resided petal guiding, developing and tire-,
for many years. Here, she counts,lesAly working in behalf of the COM,
among her , favorite possessions, munity's mental health problems.
two pianos, and at them she spends Furthermore, the widow of the late'
many happy hours, for music is' Judge Werner, for many years on
one of her deepest interests. She , the bench in the Court of Appeals
'has continued her studies in music of New York State, finds time for
the study of, and participation in
with unending enthusiasm and each
civic and political affairs.
I
,week
takes a music lesson.
) To scores of other "Happy Eirtb7,1
;day" wishes we add our salute tb1
one who is 81 years young in spirit!
s well as years. Mrs. William E;
(Werner.
1

Philharmonic

Twenty-five years ago, on Mar.1
28, 1923, Arthur Alexander took
the podium for the initial concert)
of the orchestra. Last night Erich
Leinsdorf, concluding his first sea-'
son as permanent conductor, led
the orchestra, Rochester Oratorio
Society and four soloists in two
great choral works, before a fervently applauding audience.
From Los Angeles, where be is
now living, Alexander sent the following • message: "I 'have many
happy memories connected with
my years in Rochester—devoted
friends, musical companionship of
colleagues in the school, and most
certainly not least, 'the joy of
organizing, training and bringing
to performance the Rochester
Philharmonic Orchestra, whose
rise I have been happy to observe
and for 'whose future I have great
hopes."
Watches Presented
With Mrs. Roland T. Will, head
of the Women's Committee of the
Civic Music Association, presiding
'on the stage at intermission, eight
members of the Philharmonic who
have continued their service uninterrupted during the 25 years, were
presented with gold watches, suitably inscribed, in recognition of
that service.
And for every member of the
audience there was a full-color re'production, suitable for framing,
of the chandelier and the murals
on the west wall. The reproduction was made from a Kodachrome
transparency taken by Frank
Williams of the Eastman Kodak
Company. In preparing these
souvenirs, cooperating with the
Civic Music Association, were
Frank J. Smith of the John Smith
Company and Howard H. Reine-1
man of the Rochester Envelope
Company.
Eastman's Words
Last night's printed program
appropriately had for its inside
page as photograph of George Eastman, and these words, written in
March, 1919:
"I should like to see Rochester
become a great musical center,
known throughout the entire
world. There is no reason to prevent this city from getting the
sort of fame which comes from
the possession of institutions which
are foremost in developing gifted
musicians and which are distinguished in the stimulation of
the musical appreciation of the
great body of citizens."
In a foreword, Edward S. Farrow, president of the Civic Music
Association, outlined the history
of the orchestra and of the Civic
group, which came into being in
1929.
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UPSItat:,.. LIVING
ISO PRETTY FOR EASTER!
M1a. No wonder Mom's so
thrilled with her new three-piece
ensemble. Every detail is emphasized
with precise tailoring—yet it's designed along the gentle lines of 1948
fashion. 100% wool sharkskin -7 always bandbox fresh! Tan, blue, gray.
Misses' sizes. Coat, suit, each 49.95
1 00
Crisp straw roller
COATS, SUITS, MILLINERY, SECOND FLOOR

M1b. Very important is Mom's
dewy-eyed moppet in her fashionnew suit. Trim, waist-hugging jacket,
full ballerina skirt. It's 100% wool in
`a soft muted check of powder with
gray, or pink with gray. 3-6x..13.95
Natural sisal straw roller ..4.00
CHILDREN'S SHOP, THIRD FLOOR
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two "Niagaras"
right in the city. The Upper Falls
re 90 feet high, the Lower Falls,
at Driving Park Ave., 96 feet. The
,majestic Niagara Falls ranges from
1
158 to 175 feet in height.
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THE NEW YORK CENTRAL SYSTEM
WELCOMES YOU AS A GUEST AND EXTENDS
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Rochester has two "Niagaras"i
right in the city. The Upper Falls,
are 90 feet high, the Lower Falls,'
at Driving Park Ave., 96 feet. The
'majestic Niagara Falls ranges from
1158 to 175 feet in height.
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100 YEARS AGO TODAY-1848

.

"Rochester has long been without an establishment known as `takersales,' common
to cities of considerable size. Within a few
days one (horse bazar) has been established
on the corner of Buffalo and State streets and,
on every fair day attracts hundreds of spectators and bidders."
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TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1948.
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At Four Corners MIS )• 0n1 O.

Third new-store opening of the
past year for the Toggery Shops,
Rochester men's wear group, is
scheduled for this morning at Main
and State Sts. corner,
The Four Corners location of the
new shop replaces the Toggery'soi
original store, established just 24
years ago at the adjoining' address,
7 State St. The store will he opened
today with ceremonies in charge
of Joseph Feldman, founder of the
group.
During the last year, the locallyowned and operated firm also reopened at 94 Main St. E. where fire
had destroyed its previous shop,
and established a new location at 23'
Clinton Ave. S., moving there when
the old Whitcomb House block in
East Main was torn down.
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EIRSTEIR GREETTITIO

4 0 May your day be as gay and cheerful' as your smart
new Easter bonnet.
0 May the beauty, joy and holiness of Easter abide with
you throughout the year.
0 With affectionate greetings on this Easter.
0 Happy Easter from the same old me to the same dear
you.
0 Here's wishing you both, Mother and Dad, the grandest Easter you have ever had.
0 A warm and happy wish for Easter from one who thinks
of you often.

0 May this season bring you its bl throughout the year.
and contentment.
0 Here's hoping that the Easter bunny brings you a great
0 Lots of good wishes for Easter, pl big basket of good things.
of the year.
0 Happy Easter. Feast day of spring! May yours hold
D Best wishes for Easter. May all the best of everything.
also be filled to the brim with haF 0 Just a friendly wish for all the blessings a happy
0 May all your Easter eggs be golder Easter can bring.
hatch nothing but happiness.
0 May Easter fill your cup with cheer and keep it brimful
0 It's a pleasure to say Happy Eas all the year.
you every joy.
0 May you enjoy Easter sunshine, flowers, good cheer for
today and always, dear.
D May the joy of this holy season

❑ Happy birthday. Congratulations and best wishes.
0 The best of everything to you, today and always.
p Many happy returns of the day and may there be
many, many more.
❑ Love and best wishes for a happy birthday.
0 Congratulations and sincere good wishes on your
birthday.

eti C'I'A
esrP
❑ To you, darling, the happiest of birthdays.
0 May each year bring you twice as much happiness as
the year before. Happy birthday.

•

❑ Among birthday greetings headed your way may mine
add its bit toward a wonderful day.
0 Sincere wishes for a happy birthday, and many of them.

❑ With a thousand words I couldn't say more or mean
more, than this. Happy birthday.

0 May you have a happy birthday to start a happy year
full of happy days.

❑ Sincerely wish this may be the happiest birthday you
ever had.

0 May the good ship "Happy Birthday" sail into your
port laden with health and happiness.

0 37- G zg A IL U IL A 77 II 0 AT
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WEDDINGS

BIRTHS

❑ Love and best wishes to you both. May you always
have fair weather and clear sailing.
O Heartiest congratulations. May all your days be as
happy as this one.
O Congratulations and best wishes for a long and happy
life together.
O May this smiling hour lengthen to a lifetime full of
laughter.

❑ Congratulations to you both and health and every
happiness to the new arrival.
O Congratulations. Thrilled and happy to hear the good
news. May the newcomer be a pride and joy to you
always.
O Heartiest congratulations and love to mother, dad and
son (daughter).
O Greetings to
on his (her)
safe arrival and congratulations to his (her) proud
parents.

ANNIVERSARY
❑ Congratulations on your anniversary. May each new
one bring added happiness.
O Congratulations on your wedding anniversary. May
you be as happy for many years to come as in the
years that have passed.
O Love and congratulations on your wedding anniversary.
1::1 Our heartiest congratulations on your wedding anniversary.
D Congratulations and best wishes for long life, health,
happiness and prosperity.
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Park Avenue Hospital

.

By ARCH MERRILL
THERE were "sidewalk contractors" even back in 1894.
I 'They wore derby hats, high buttoned shoes and handle
bar mustaches, those men with- time on their hands, who in the
pleasant Spring days of 54 years ago, watched with interest
evRy step . in the construction of a 3-story brick building at 789
Park Ave., corner of Guenther (now Brunswick) St.

' home. The next year two residences
adjoining the hospital on Park
Ave. were acquired for the same
purpose and in 1926 a home for
supervisors was built in the rear
of the Park Ave. wing. Three years
later the handsome building, which
had served as offices for Dr. Whit"That is going to be Doc WhitThe original incorporators were beck and. Dr. Barber,' and which
beck's private hospital," the "over- Dr. Barber, who became chairman had been moved back from the
seers" told passersby. "I don't of the board; Dr. Willis E. Bowen, street to the rear of the new wing,
think it will pay, way out here." Dr. W. Douglas Ward, Dr. Joseph was remodeled into an education
In the horse and buggy days of 1/17: McGill, Henry L. Crittenden building for the nurses. In 1942 Dr.
G 0.
• „
1894, Park and Brunswick was the
Charles Lenhart turned over to the
"Far East Side" a long, long way last named, a stoVty Hollander, had hospital for a nurses' home the
from the Four
been Dr. Barber's business man- house opposite the main building
C o r n e r s, al- i
ager. The Park Avenue Hospital at 121 Brunswick St.
though the new
FIFTH
h
been the first =
cr has- Since 1929 the hospital has had 1
electric trolpal to puts i's fins"'
in '11 ,i, its Women's Auxiliary. It is the
OF A
leys reviled the
hands of a layman. At the others familiar story. The Women have
area. The gensuch affairs were handled by the played a major part in the advance
SERIES
tlemen of leisure
medical superintendents.
of the Park Avenue, just as they
were right in
The new group purchased the have in the other hospitals. They
their prophecy the venture would
hospital from Dr. Barber and have made large quantities of supnot be profitable.
For six years Dr. John F. W. from that day forth, it has been plies, have served as aides and
a non-profit general hospital, have raised sizeable sums for new
Whitbeck, a prominent member of
controlled by the doctors of the equipment and improvements. The
the staff of the City (General)
Hospital, struggled to keep his corporation but never owned by Auxiliary joined the staff and
25-bed private hospital going. It them. Were the Park Avenue alumnae in promoting a card party
was known as "Dr. Whitbeck's Hospital to be liquidated tomor- in 1934 that raised funds for re-1
Hospital." In 1900 he threw in row, all its assets would revert modeling the maternity departthe sponge and leased the building to the State Board of Charities, ment.
J. Howard Bradstreet, who op- not to the members of the cor- !
erated a private school for boys poration.
PARK AVENUE has its
there. One of his teachers was
To finance the purchase of the
traditions and its memories.
Joseph P. Kalbfus, who later con- hospital add to build and equip a!
ducted his own well-remembered Ilew wing fronting on Park Ave, Six members of its personnel have
served for more than 20 years. One
private school on the East Side.
that increased its capacity to 103 is Edwin 4ange, the hospital's
In 1906, Dr. Charles R. Barber, beds in 1921, the corporation bor- first and only ambulance driver.
a man of influence in medical rowed two-thirds of the needed He was at the wheel when the
and civic circles, who long had funds from local banks on first Park's first ambulance, a white
an ambition to establish his own and second mortgages. The re- Cunningham model, made its first
hospital, purchased the thin va- maining third was advanced by 50 run in 1925 and now after 23
cant building from Dr. Whit- ! physicians of the corporations on a years he's still answering the,
beck. After reconverting it into third mortgage, which was secured emergency calls.
a 40-bed private hospital in 1907, by a bond issue at a low rate of
Probably the only survivor of the
he had set in the wall at the interest.
group of young doctors who
main entrance the bronze plate
At no time has any doctor
b"aring the name "Park Avenue profited financially through the brought their cases to the Park
Hospital" which is there today. hospital save by that nominal in- Avenue when it was new is Dr.
Edward T. Wentworth, still a
His first patients were David W. terest. Through the years many of
member of the corporation and of
Densmore, the present assistant the physicians donated not only the staff. He was an officer in
superintendent of public schools, the interest but the bonds them- Base Hospital 19, Rochester's own,
and Roy 0. Abbott of 139 Vassar selves. Others have purchased outSt. Dr. Charles L. Hincher was standing bonds in the 'possession in World War 1 and commanded
, of estates and donated them. Any its counterpart in the second
the first r,,,de '
•-•
World War. A graduate of the
was followed in 1908 by Dr. Eliza- Profits from operation of the hosbeth Merle, who is still a member pital have been put back into "the Park Avenue's second class in
1912, Dora Playford, now of Canbusiness."
of the hospital staff.
Because the City Hospital was Originally the corporation mem- andaigua, was the first of the
overcrowded, a number of young bers who had taken out the bonds graduate nurses to volunteer and'
physicians began to bring their' WERE the staff. In later years
patients to Dr. Barber. In 1908! physicians have been appointed to was an Army nurse in France in
1918
the Park Avenue Hospital training1the staff and made members of
school for nurses was chartered by, the corporation without financial
The ivy creeps high over the
the state. The first class was gradu- ' obligation. The bond issue has brick walls of the hospital today.
been eliminated. Since 1921 the
ated in 1911. !
Back of its present luxuriance
The school for nurses did much Park Avenue Hospital never has is a story. When nearly 20 years
to give the hospital individuality. ' been a private hospital in the ac- ago Miss Harriet G. Moore, the
It fostered a school spirit among cepted sense of the term. It cares' present superintendent, first took
the young nurses. The young not only for private patients, but that post, she ordered all the
doctors who brought their patients also for city, county and charity ,_
to the private ltoipital gave lec- patients. All kinds of cases, save nurses to save their used chew-tures to the nurses and began to mental, tubercular and contagious, ing gum—and did not tell them
feel they were a part of the institu- are admitted. It differs from the why. They saved many a wad
tion. Dr. Barber wisely encouraged other Rochester general hospitals of chewing gum and Miss Moore
this spirit. From its beginning only in that it has no organized used the adhesive to fasten the
loyalty and cooperation have been ward service and no outpatient de- struggling vines securely to the
partment.
walls. Miss Moore did` not auwatchtords at the Park Avenue.
The story of the Park Avenue thorize publication of this story
In 1920 a survey of available hos-'
pital beds in Rochester showed an is a story of cooperation, loyalty but I'm sure she won't mind.
acute shortage of moderately priced and courage.
THERE'S NOTHING FORMAL
* *
rooms. That was a motivating facor stiff about the Park Avetor in the formation on Dec. 30, THIS HOSPITAL, which has had
to stand on its own two feet nue. It's a homey, friendly hos1920. of a membership corporation
of physicians, who obtained from through the years, has expanded' pital, no longer "way out in the
the State Board of Charities in gradually until today it sprawls' country" as it was in the beginJanuary, 1921, permission to incor- over a considerable segment of the' ning, but in the heart of a
populous East Side business and
porate under the name of the Park Park Ave.-Brunswick St. sector.
In 1923 property at 21 Morning- 1 residential sector.
Avenue Clinical Hospital. In 1926
the old a
l'hpler name, the Park side Pk. was bought for a nurses'
A0nue Isiital, was restored.

THE.

* * *
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Contrasts show up in nurses' uniforms as in other things
when a hospital history is being considered over several
years. Above is a picture of the first group of nurses graduated from Park Avenue Hospital, the Class of 1911. Note
the "new look" (of 1948) in the length of the skirts, the
striking caps.. Miss Helen Green, second from left, is Still

on the Park staff. At right is a group from the 1947 graduating class at the annual, breakfast which is a, feature of
commencement exercises at Park. Usually held outdoors, the
breakfast was held indoors last year because of inclement
wather. From left are Norma Arnold, Maxine Walker, Ger.
trude Griff, class president; Ruth Montgomery, Helen Sauer.
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Succeeds Perkins
11/1"Kelvey to
Be Historian
For City

1, ) I MIL 1 ,)

:lager Lit) ,`.)pcci.,:lty Cu.

RuCliciLl.- 1,

Resignation of De ter Perkins,
and promotion of Blai.e McKelvey.
announced yesterday by Mayor -will be effective May 1.
Dr. McKelvey, who has served as
assistant city historian on a fulltime basis during the 12 years Dr.
Perkins has
headed the
city's historical
research office,,
will draw an
annual salary!
of $4,800 under
the new setup.
Dr. Perkins has
been paid $1,800,
a year on a
consultant,,
part-time basis
and Dr. McKelli
vey as assistant!
BLAKE
has been get-!
MeliELVEY
ting $3,300.
In presenting his resignation, Dr.
Perkins, who is head of the history
department at the University of
Rochester and an internationally
known authority on the Monroe
Doctrine, explained:

N.

BLESSED SACRAMENT CHURCH
Rochester, N. Y.

Praises Successor

EASTER
Fr Fr

la RinG

I

T

ADDRESS
AMOUNT $
\11
6 .$
x•14

"The pressure of my many other
duties makes it necessary for me
to relinquish this post at this time.
However, I kndw from' my long association with Dr. McKelvey that I
!am leaving it in capable hands." !
Mayor Dicker said he regretted
losing the services of Dr. Perkins
and added that he was pleased "so
!able a historian as Dr. McKelvey
will continue with the work."
Dicker said Dr. Perkins indicated he would continue his interest in the historical side of city
operations and would continue on_
call for consultational assistance.
During the 12 years of the Perkins-McKelvey setup, Dr. McKelvey has been carrying on the major
portion of the work of the office.
Several Publications

ASTER,
FF€RING

NAME
ADDRESS
AMOUNT $

1

Among the major publications of
that office was the first volume of
a complete history of Rochester
titled "Rochester, the Water Power
City." The second volume, "Rochester, the Flower City," is now
ready for the press, Dr. McKelvey
said. Profusely illustrated, this
will cover the period 1854-90 and
will present the story of the formation of Rochester's present-day industries and institutions. The histories are being financed by the
Kate Gleason Fund of the Public
Library.
Also publisted in co-operation
with the Rochester Public Library
headed by John A. Lowe, is a quarterly magazine now in its tenth
volume. Another accomplishment
has been the editing of 10 volumes
for the Rochester Historical Society.

(

•

ERICAN LAUNDRY MACHINERY PLANT. At
spot where Buffalo Road turns under the New York
tral tracks to go into West Avenue is this plant
ich houses one of the city's best known and imtaut industries. Rochesterians pioneered in develop-

ing many of the machines laundries have used for years,
and large numbers of them have been manufactured
here. Perhaps, when someday new street plans provide
an overpass across the railroad, more persons can get
this better perspective.

#0. tleter & Paulo
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Rev. J. Emil Gefell, Ph. D., Pastor

March 21, 1948

A CHRISTIAN'S RULE OF LIFE
(to preserve the fruits of the Mission)
I. BE CAREFUL TO SAY YOUR MORNING AND EVENING PRAYERS; for
prayer is necessary for perseverance and is certain to obtain it.
"Ask and ye shall receive," says Our Lord.
II. OFTEN CALL TO MIND THAT IT IS APPOINTED FOR YOU ONCE TO DIEyou know not when, nor where, nor how; only this you know, that
if you die in mortal sin, you will be lost forever; if you die in
the state of grace, you will be happy forever.
III. NEVER NEGLECT TO HEAR YASS ON SUNDAYS AND HOLYDAYS OF OBLIGATION. By uniting our hearts with all the faithful in Mass,
vie offer, 1st, an act of infinite adoration to God; and 2nd, we
bring down the choicest blessings of heaven. A dark cloud hangs
over the Catholic family that neglects Mass.
TV. PE C=FUL ABOUT V= YOU RE.U), for bad reeding is poison
to th soul. Provide yourself with Catholic books. Take a Cetholic newspaper.
V. =IMP THAT A MAN IS Tr_NOVN BY HIS COMPANY. Fly from the
danger of sin; for "he that loveth danger shall perish in it."
VT. WHEN YOU ARE TEMPTED 2Y FAD THOUGHTS say quickly: "Jesus
and Mary help me:" Then say the Hail Mary till you have banished the temptation. God sees you at every instant.
VII. IF YOU ARE SO UNH,,PPY AS TO FAIL again into sin, be not
discouraged; quickly beg pardon of God, and seek the first opportunity to go to Confession and start again in a new life. "He
that shall persevere unto the end, he shall be saved."
VIII.
GO TO CONFESSION ":AND COMMUNION OFTEN; at least never let
a month pass without approaching the Sacraments. By Confession
our souls are cleansed from sin, and strengthened to resist temptation. By Communion our souls are nourished by the Sacred Lody
and Blood of Jesus Christ. "He that eateth Me, the same also
shall live by Me."
(From THE MASS BOOK, copies of whicl are in the rack - lOct.)
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MAUNDY THURSDAY DEVOTION
PALM SUNDAY
March 21, 1948

Mrs. Samuel Valenti, 75% Alexander St., with her 4-year
old son, Joseph, performed a Holy Thursday rite• yesterday
when they lit candles in Old St-. Mary's Church. Today, Good
Friday, services ,recall the Death of Christ.
1: The prayers of the congre(

are requested for the repose
the souls of Mary McConville,
Catherine Hutchinson, Johanna
McCarthy, Frederick Rogers,
Victoria Hughes and the deceased
Priests, Sisters and Members of
St. Mary's Parish:
2:The collection last Sunday
amounted to - 1339,02 for which
we thank you sincerely.
3:NOVENAS:
MONDAY.
.8:00 P.M.
Miraculous Medal & St. Jude,
TUESDAY
8'00 P.M.
Infant of Prague
Holy Ghost.
8•00 P.M.
FRIDAY
Mother of Sorrows & St. Gabriel.
4:HOLY WEEK SERVICES:
Pleace consult the special folder
for the time of the services.
5:SUNDAY AASSES: 7:00, 8:00, 9:30,
10:15, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:15.
G:LI.TT ENDS AT 12 NOON SATURDAY.
7:BANNS OF MARRIAGE:
Robert Coyne & Marie Hartleben.

SUNDAY: 9:30 F.M. - Lillian M.
Smith. Req. - Mother & Sister,
MONDAY: 7:00 H.M. - Irene
Figenncher. Req. - Employees
Richford Hotel. 7:30 H.M. 71'atthev Reilly & deceased
Members of Reilly Family. RA
- Mary Reilly. 8:00 H.M.. Thomas A. Jenks. Req, - Mr. &
Mrs. John Scibetta. 8:30 H.M.
- Mr.& Mrs. Ben G. Miles. Req.
- Benjamin F. Miles.
TUESDAY: 7:00 H.M. Mrs. Mary
Timmerran. Req. - Fred S.
Roberts..7:30 A.H.M. Beatrice Bittles, Req. Margaret Conneely. 8:00 H.M. Dorothy Flynn. Reg, - Mother.
WEDNESDAY: 7:00 Miraculous
Medal & Infant of Prague
Novena Mass. 7:30 Moth,er of
Sorrows Novena Mass. 8:00
H.M. - The Conversion of
Russia. 8:30 H.M. - Mrs. Norah
Mr,& Mrs. W.
O'Brien. Req.
R. Meehan.
SATURDAY: 8:00 H.M. - George P.
Burns. Req. - Burns Press Inc.
Mr,& Mrs.
SUNDAY: 9:30 H.Y.
John Reffermat. Req. - Mrs.
Elizabeth Gascon.
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1:The prayers of the congregation
8:MASSES:
are requested for the repose of
SUNDAY: 9:30 H.M. — Lillian M.
the souls of Mary McConville,
Smith. Req. — Mother & Sister.
Catherine Hutchinson, Johanna
MONDAY: 7:00 H.M. — Irene
McCarthy, Frederick Rogers,
Figenscher. Req. — Employees
Victoria Hughes and the deceased
Richford Hotel. 7:30 H.M. Priests, Sisters and Members of.
Matthew Reilly & deceased
St. Marys Parish.
Members of Reilly Family. Req.
Nary Reilly. 8:00 H.M.. 2:The collection last Sunday
Thomas
A. Jenks. Req. — Mr. &
amounted to 11339.02 for which
Mrs.
John
Scibetta. 8:30 H.M.
we thank you sincerely.
— Mr.& Yrs. Ben G. Miles. Req.
— Benjamin F. Miles.
3:NOVENAS:
TUESDAY:
7:00 H.M. Mrs. Mary
MONDAY
.8:00 P.M.
Timmerrian.
Req. — Fred S.
MiraCulous Medal & St Jude,
Roberts..7:30
A.H.M. —
TUESDAY
8'00 P.M.
Beatrice
Bittles,
Req. Infant of Prague & Holy Ghost.
'Margaret
Conneely.
8:00 H.M. —
FRIDAY
8'00 P.M.
Dorothy
Flynn.
Req.
— Mother.
Mother of Sorrows & St. Gabriel.
WEDNESDAY: 7:00 Miraculous
Medal & Infant of Prague
4:HOLY WE= SERVICES:
Pleace consult the special folder Novena Mass. 7:30 Mother of
Sorrows Novena Mass. 8:00
for the time of the services.
H.M. — The Conversion of
5:SUNDAY '!ASSES: 7:00, 8:00, 9:30, Russia. 8:30 H.M. — Mrs. Norah
10:15, 10:30, 11:00, 11:30, 12:15. O'Brien. Req.— Mr.& Mrs. W.
R. Meehan.
6:LENT ENDS AT 12 NOON SATURDAY. SATURDAY: 8:00 H.M. — George P.'
Burns. Req. — Burns Press Inc.
SUNDAY: 9:30 H.M. — Mr.& Mrs.
7:BANNS OF MARRIAGE:
John Reffermat. Req. — Mrs.
Robert Coyne & Marie Hartleben.
Elizabeth Gascon.
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DO NOT run when air Use your flashlight as Curb edges and directraid warnings sound little as possible, if at ion signs painted white
after dark during all. Nev er point it will help you find your
way
blackouts.
upward.

The Refuge Room

WHAT TO DO IN AN AIR RAID
At the yellow warning, if you are not already
on duty, you will be summoned to your post and Keep pets on leash if If an air raid warning
will carry out orders until relieved. However, you take Us em out sounds, get under cover, you may be hit by
here are the rules for those who do not have as- after dark.
Shell fragments.
signed duties when the air raid warning comes.
Memorize them carefully so that you can in turn
___Rerlyoo reYvie:ryiber
instruct others. Here is what to tell them:

''F3t_tielso/GS" O.

1. If away from home, seek the nearest shelter. Get
off the street.
2. If you are driving, first park your car at the curb;
be sure all lights are shut off.
3. If you are at home, send the others to the refuge
room. This should be a comfortable place with as little
window exposure as possible, equipped with drinking water,
things to read, toilet facilities, a flashlight, a portable radio,
a sturdy table, and food if you like.
4. Turn off all gas stove burners but leave pilot lights,
water heaters and furnaces alone. Leave electricity and
water on. Fill some large containers or a bathtub with
water.
5. Check up on blackout arrangements. Don't let a
crack of light show to the outside.
l\CNie

If you don't know the
neighborhood the first
policeman or warden
will tell you where to go.
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6. See that everyone's eyeglasses and dentures are in•
the refuge room. There should be additional warm garments for everyone, too.
7. Keep out of line of windows. Fragments and glass
splinters cause most casualties.
8. If bombs fall nearby, get under a heavy table, an
overturned davenport.
9. Don't rush out when the "aff clear" signal sounds.
Maintain the blackout. The Raiders-may return.
10. Otherwise, kedp cool; be sensible and set an
example to others.

Case..

Shown at. Sun-,
day's opening
of the
newly remodeled
Rochester
Club
are, from
left, Mrs.
lfacNaughton
ilkinson,
r.Wilkinson,

DAW DRUG GO.
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1948 LENTEN NOONDAY SERVICES
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Sponsored by Episcopal Churches of Rochester
ST. LUKE'S CHURCH
S. Fitzhugh St. betU,,c'en Main and Broad
12:05 — 12:30
Daily Monday through Friday
Beginning Ash Wednesday, February 11
February 11-13—"RELIGION AND LENT"
The Rev. Ernest F. Scott, Rector of Christ
Church, Pittsford.
February 16-20—"RELIGION AND PSYCHIATRY"
The Rev. Otis R. Rice, Director of Religious
Work, St. Luke's Hospital, New York City
February 23-27--"RELIGION AND SOCIAL
PROBLEMS"
The Rev. Tollie L. Caution, D.D., Secretary for
Negro Work, National Council
March 1-5—"RELIGION AND ART"
The Rev. Edward N. West, Canon Sacrist of the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, New York
City:
March 8-12----"RELIGION AND LIFE'S
MYSTERIES"
The Rev. Wilburn C. Campbell, Rector of the
Church of the Ascension, Pittsburgh, Penna.
March 15-19--"RELIGION AND THE GOSPEL"
The Rev. Benson H. Harvey, Canon Missioner of
the Cathedral of St. Mary and St. John, Manila,
P. I., and Rector of St. Philip's Church, Easthampton, Mass.
March 22-26--"RELIGION AND THE PASSION"
Ven. Harry J. Stretch, Archdeacon of
Bens and Nassau, L. I.
Good Friday, March 26: Three Hours' Service, 12-3
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Webster from on High
Pretty village of the Ridge, Webster is shown in an aerial
view taken from The Times-Union helicopter. Blanketed in
late winter snow, the village presents quiet appearance.

MAURICE TILLET

CUSTOM BUILT FOR EASTER
Benjamin Martin, 322 Porter Ave,, Gates, completes the 17th
cross he has made for churches from Chicago to Boston. The
one shown above will be given to First Presbyterian Church.

Easter Time in Basketland
It's Easter basket time at the Webster Here Mrs. Rose Hutteman and Foreman EdBasket Company, a leading village industry. ward Walter inspect finished product.

TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1948

•

The Times-Union cameraman got this picture of 'flooded River Meadows along Genesee River south
of the city by angling his camera from the cockpit of the Gannett Newspapers helicopter. Broad
stream in background is course of Genesee River. The meadows seldom escape spring inundation.
1.•
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NO SCHOOL TODAY! Not, at least, for the pupils who
customarily attend classes in this schoolhouse west of
Geneseo. Flood waters surrounded it yesterday.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 23, 1948
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Funeral services for Emanuel
'Sturman, 72, co-owner of Sturman
Home Furnishing Company, 491
;Clinton Ave. N., were conducted
this afternoon at the Parsky
Funeral Home, 1125 St. Paul St.,
with burial in Britton Road Cemetery.
He died yesterday (Mar. 22,
1948) at the Pillars Rest Home,
where he had lived for the last
three years. His former address
was 366 Alexander St.
A native of Russia, Mr. Sturman
came to Rochester about 60 years
ago and, with his brother, Samuel,
founded the company, which last
year celebrated its 50th year of
business:7 He retired about. 10
years ago because of illness. He
was former president of Congregation Beth Israel.
He leaves, besides his brother,
his wife, Mrs. Carrie Sturman; a
daughter, Mrs. Henry Reich; one
so 1, Lebn Sturman, and two grand- Ea
children all of Rochester, and two at
sisters, Mrs. Bessie Rock of Roch- M
ester and Mrs. Joseph Selib of mi
Boston,
10

Rites for Mrs. Mary Bayer
Scheduled Tomorrow
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
R. (Mayme) Bayer, active in several Catholic organizations, will be
held tomorrow at 9:30 a. m. at
N. J. Miller's Son Branch Funeral
Home, 1625 Mt. Hope Ave., and at
10 at St Joseph's Church, where
she was a lifelong member.
She died Saturday (Mar. 20, 1948) fo
at her home. Sh,:- had been in poor
be
health for about three years.
She Was a lifelong Rochesterian
I and a member of Ladies Auxiliary,
Knights of St. Eustace; Ladies at
- ,Auxilia:y of St. Joseph's and Arch- ab

,ve —141-ce

NO SCHOOL TODAY! Not, at least, for the pupils who
customarily attend classes in this schoolhouse west of
Geneseo. Flood waters surrounded it yesterday, -r
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BADGE OF THE CAMPAIGNER'S
When the Gommunity Chest drive begins in the county May
10, Sheriff Al Skinner, seated, county unit chairman, will
be leading the campaign in his Red Feather tie. At left,
James W. Gray, chairman of city Individual Subscriber
Division, was a speaker at county planning meeting.

Rochester
Air—"Sweet Adeline"
R-0-C-HE -S-T-E
R-0-C-HE -S-T-E
R-0-C-HE -S- T-E
ROCHESTER!
We sing to thee—
Our Rochester.

The Rochester
Chamber of Commerce

It's the songs ye sing an' the smiles ye wear.
That's makin' the sunshine everywhere.
—James Whitcomb Riley

Air—"Tammany"
Rochester! Rochester!
We are from that lively town—
Always up and never down-Rochester! Rochester!
do it, do it (bang)
For Rochester!

The River Genesee
Air—"Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm"
Where the River Genesee
(Where the River Genesee)
Winds its way down toward the sea,
(Winds its way down toward the sea)
There is a town
(There is a town)
A town that's Home, Sweet Home to me,
And no matter where I go,
(Syracuse or Buffalo)
Every other place seems slow,
(It's the finest place I know)
For it's so gay there,
I want to stay there,
In that good old Rochester town.

MADE IN ONE MINUTE

Wh‘ ,i4,./
yeryt

• Keys for Every Use and Need!
• Guaranteed Service and Workmanship!
• Expert Locksmith in Charge!
NEISNER BROS. 41
200 E. Main
Rochester 4, N. Y.
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C.:hats on Antiques

By JOAN LYNN SCHILD

IA/Pkik,41tot

111.

ietyg

ELEGANT coaches, carriages,
buggies, gold mounted harnesses, the finest team of horses,
ladies' diamond rings, gentlemen's
diamond studs, solid gold opera
chains, silver sets and plated silverware, gold watches, oil paintings, grand pianos, the Great Carnival six-in-hand black team from
Berlin, a bedroom set valued at
$2,500 and a mammoth ex, 18 hands
high, weighing 4,000 pounds.
This is not the list of prizes for
the Walking Man contest. It is only
a, few of the things advertised to be
Ticket to Great Music Carnival.
given away at the "Great Musical
Carnival"at Falls Field, Rochester, It'rnuncertent Engaged
She New York State Assembly in
July 2, 3, 4, 5 1872,
Falls Field also known as Gene- Perhaps that explains why the 1839.
see Falls Park, was situated on the ticket for the affair, shown here, A zealous champion of the tembank of the river on the St. Paul‘'which has the singer's name at perance cause, he was president of
St. side, and was a favorite picnic 'the top and bottom, and which the Monroe County Total Absti
entitled the holder at the cost nence Society and organized sevand amusement ground.
With its huge shade trees, foun- of $1 to "one admission and to eral auxiliaries throughout the
fain and duck ponds, swings thatl any gift that may be awarded for county with a total membership
swung out over the water, the first its corresponding number," was .of 2,000.
merry-go-round, the first indoor , never used. The buyer apparently In the first directory, 1827, he
skating rink and a menagerie be- refused to accept substitutes.
is listed as a cabinetmaker on
hind a high fence, it is no wonder[ According to advance publicity, !Main St. in a two-story building,
that it was sometimes called the; 175,000 tickets were to be sold, next to Blossom Hotel. He lived
grandest playground in the world.! This would have meant quite an above the shop.
In the Spring, when fancy turns. overflow audience for the ticket
to thoughts of circuses, along would reads, "The mammoth tent under
come P. T. Barnum with his big which the Great Music Carnival
"tent and bareback riders. In the Is to be held is the same used
Fall, the growing German popula- by Mr. P. T. Barnum for his great
Seneca Falls -- An Associated
tion of the city would hold a har- menagerie and circus and holds
Press dispatch came from Washvest festival there, with a beer gar- 15,000."
den and restaurant specializing in After the carnival was over the
ington yesterday with news that
German dishes, and music and folk 'Papers reported that not one of
President Truman has directed the
dances of the fatherland.
the scheduled drawings took place
Postoffice Department to issue a
but that the people got their
special 3-cent stamp to mark "100
'Enchanted City'
money's worth, anyway, as the
years of progress by the women
William Dean Howells called concert was the best ever. Poor
of America." The first day's sale
the Rochester of those days the George Ellis, the manager, probwill be in Seneca Falls during, the
'Enchanted City." The enchant- ably didn't make any money
centennial anniversary of the First
meat was partly due, no doubt, either.
Woman's Rights Convention in
to the fact that on his wedding
Ellis, who conducted a music
July. The news was hailed by local
iourney he stood with his bride store in Powers Block, tried to
residents, who started the movein a 'diminutive pagoda at Falls commit suicide by jumping in the
ment for such a stamp.
Field and by moonlight saw the canal. He was rescued but later
Mrs. Emily K. MacWilliams,
historic Upper Falls of the shot himself.
chairman of the Seneca Falls WomGenesee.
• • •
en's Committee planning for the
But all was not beer and
100th anniversary on, July 19 and
This popular gardeni Starr Desk Given
skjttles.
.
20, and William K. Cr5ss, executive
spot became the center of many
secretary of the Seneca Falls Chamactivities of a higher degree of o Landmark Society
ber of Commerce, made a request
A DESK with the label of Fredculture.
several weeks ago for the issuance
Advertised in the papers every
erick Starr, one of Rochester's
day for months in advance, the'
of such a stamp and the designatGreat Music Carnival was hailed eearliest cabinetmakers, has been
ing of Seneca Falls as the place for
as a spectacle of "magnificent bequeathed to the Landmark Sothe first day's issue. The request
scale unequalled in Western New ciety by the late Miss Charlotte
was made to Representative John
Taber, Auburn, now in' WashingYork." It offered the great Clara Houston and will be placed in the
Louise Kellogg, American opera- Campbell-Whittlesey House.
ton. The Village Board of Trustees
tic soprano, who was coming at
wrote to President Truman and to
"'great expense," as nowhere else ! This is the second piece of fur- 1
Postmaster General Jess M. Donin the United States or Europe niture which we have been able,
aldson, with the same request.
had she sung for less than "$2. to discover—the first being the
In his replies to MrS. MacWilWilliam Brewster chair—which can
to $4."
liams and to the Chamber of ComAlso featured was the renowned be definitely attributed to a pioneer
merce's executive secretary, RepreDodworth' Band of 50 musicians, cabinetmaker.
sentative Taber said he had taken
under the direction of Harvey B. There are plenty of Charles Robup the matter with the Postmaster
Dodworth and assisted by Made- inson chairs about, including two
General and that the latter would
moiselle Filomeno, violinist.
barroom chairs we recently heard
give the requests every possible
But Clara Louise, who had ap- about, but they are quite late, his
consideration, and date of issue will
peared twice before in Rochester, most prolific period of production
in January 1869 and again at being the 1850s.
be announced later, the WashingCorinthian Hall, in January
ton dispatch said. It is hoped, Mrs.
1871, didn't show up for the Like other pioneer craftsmen,
i‘lacWilliams said, that the stamp
carnival. Netiher did Made- Starr was a man of many parts.
will bear the profile or photograph ,
moiselle. By July, other artists He was a trustee of the village in
1825, an elder of the First Presby
had been substituted.
of Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
terian Church and a member of
one of the women who called the
first woman's right convention here
in 1848.
Postmaster T. J. Riley said last
night that to his knowledg the Sen- ,
eca Falls Postoffice never has had
an exclusive first day's sale of a
postage stamp.

oman's R* hts

Genesee Valley Park swarmed
With young fry chaperoned by parents, police and volunteer workers
yesterday morning for the ninth
annual Easter Egg Hunt jointlyi
4ponsored by The Democrat and'
:Chronicle and Loew's Theater.
_

THE RUSH IS ON!

Stamp for Mrs. Stanton
Nearby Seneca Falls will get a national distinction when a commemorative
3-cent stamp is issued by the government
to mark the centennial anniversary of
the first Women's Rights Convention,
which took place in that town. The first
day's sale of the stamp, some time in
July, will be conducted there.
The stamp itself will be just recognition for one of the memorable dates in
our history,,for it was here that. an that
is embraced in the term "women's rights,"

SUFFRAGETTES (1912)

began. The stamp logically should bear
the likeness of Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
the Johnstown, N. Y., housewife who organized the first meeting, in spite of ridicule, and later carried ,on, with the aid
of Susan B. Anthony and others, until
the fact that "women are people" was
impressed on the public mind.
Rochester shares the pride of all
Western New York in the pioneering efforts of this dauntless band of women
and the momentous reforms to which it
led. Seneca Falls belong's on any map of
historic places; the commemorative stamp
will help to keep it there.
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LOUIS A. WEHLE, CHAIRMAN OF BOARD

/20//oue0014
PHONE: MAIN 1865

JOHN L. WEHLE, PRESIDENT
DONALD A. DAILEY, VICE-PRESIDENT

ROCHESTER

5,

NEW YORK

MILTON G. SILVER, SECRETARY
ROBERT G. WEHLE, TREASURER

March 24, 1948

W. Wilkinson
109 Atlantic Avenue
Rochester 7, N. Y.
Dear Mr. "Wilkinson:
We are inclosing material which you may use in your scrap book along the linesi
indicated in your post card .
Very truly yours,
THE GENESEE BREWING COMPANY, INC.

Advertising Manager

JPD/bh

The Fam ous
GENESES
12-Horse Team
e A familiar sight on
city streets and at
state and county fairs,
these beautifully
matched Clydesdales
form the only 12 horse
hitch in the world.
Each horse weighs
almost a ton and,
after hours of training, they respond to
the lightest touch of
the rein. The handmade harness of
chrome and patent
leather is the only
one of its kind in
North America.

NET CONTENTS

ONE QUART

INTERNAL REVENUE

CLYDESDALES'
NOBLE
ANCESTRY
Originated and developed in Scotland,
these beautiful horses
are descended from
medieval chargers
used in tournaments.
No other breed equals
the Clydesdale in
style and action. Very
active for his size,
the Clydesdale is undoubtedly the world's
finest horse of the
heaviest class... This
picture is from an
original oil painting
by Matt Clark, one of
America's outstanding
animal painters.

41‘104% p\OttIvioned Gcodnass

GENESEE
MENU
FL. OUNCES

NET CONTENTS

A

GENESEE
PRODUCT

TAX PAID

INTERNAL REVENUE

12 FLUID OUNCES

NET CONTENTS

THE GENES
R NG COMPA

INTERNAL REVENUE
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CHURCH OF THE ASCENSION
Lake Ave. at Riverside St
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EARLY SCENES
PUT ON SLIDES
FOR SCHOOLS,
Rochester school children are
soon to be transported back to
Early Rochester on the imagina-I
tion of a Rochester artist and the
knowledge of a historian.
Scenes of their city, just as it,'
was then, and in those very spots L
as it is now, will be projected from
color slides to supplement fourth!
grade studies.
The early Rochester pictures,
beautiful' from the art standpoint
as well as authentic in the eye
of the historian, were painted by
Edkar Williams, an art teacher
in the Rochester public schools.
He was assisted in hs research by
Asistant City Historian Blake McKelvey.
Modern color photographs of
Rochester are matched with the
paintings of early scenes in the
set of slides made with the help of
Adrian Terlouw of Eastman Kodak
Company. They show such scenes
as Scrantom's wooden bridge of
early Rochester, and from the
same angle the present Main Street I
bridge, so obscured by buildings ,
that few Rochesterians are now,_
conscious of crossing a river as
they ride or walk along Main!
St.
Among other subjects are the
old 'Abelard Reynolds home, and
the Reynolds Arcade building that
stands there now; Colonel Roch-,
ester's old home, and the first
aqueduct of Rochester, Hanfordsl
Landing and a canal scene. In all,
there are 33 slides, including 151
original paintings.

ART FOR HISTORY'S SAKE
Edgar Williams, Rochester artist and teacher, touches up a
painting of old' Erie Canal, one of 16 paintings of authentic
early scenes for a set of slides 4th grade children in Rochester schools will use. In lower photo, Frances Pierce, 10,
and Ronald Kane, 9, preview the pictures at School 35.
-—Williams, who teaches photo

1:',u1 C. Reed
, director of visual'
education for the public schools, graphy as well as art, has been:
said the slides fill a void of illus-!1 chiefly responsible for the creative
trative material for the fourth f work on the annual Board of
grade course of study. The chit_ Education budget booklet, cirdren on whom the- films were I elated,- throughout the nation and
"tried out" were "thrilled," Reed widely admired and emulated. He
is a fine arts graduate of the Un.-1
said.
versity

'There's No Place Like Home'

City Girls View Cherry Blooms, Prefer Lilacs
By ROBBIE JOHNSON
Gannett News Service
Washington—"These cherry blossoms are lovely—but they don't
compare with the lilacs in Rochester," commented Rose M. Haselmaier, 21, student nurse at Georgetown University School of Nursing.
She and two other student nurses
from Rochester were caught by
GNS as they enjoyed a pre-Easter
tour of the blossom-lined tidal basin
near the Jefferson Memorial.
"Washington is a gorgeous and
exciting place to live." Miss Haselmaier continued. "But we are all
looking forward to the time when ,
we can return to Rochester. I
guess it's really true, that there's
no place like home."
Miss Haselmaier is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haselmaier
of 74 Woodman Pk., Rochester.
With her were Mary A. Cavanaugh, 21, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Cavanaugh of 273
Cedarwood Terr., and Sally M.
,d
-, •,,ittp. 20, riaa-1,4 ■-•• O F m
Mrs. Harry L. Schutte of 68 Mildorf St. The three girls have been
friends for many years, all graduated from Our Lady of Mercy High
School in Rochester.
After her June graduation, Miss
Haselmaier plans to work for a
year—she hopes on operating room
duty in a Rochester hospital—before going to college to earn a
.B.S. degree in nursing.
"A college degree entitles you
to a supervising job,"' she explained.
Miss Cavanaugh also is a mem—Acme Telephoto
ber of the June graduating class
of Georgetown School of Nursing.
She plans to specialize in pedia- Three Rochester girls, nursing students at Georgetown University, stroll near the Tidal Basin in Washington as the
trics.
"I love working with children," early Spring weather brings out cherry blossoms in time for
she explained, "though the parents
Easter Sunday. They are, from left, Mary A. Cavanaugh,
are often a problem." She plans to
go directly to Nazareth College in Sally M. Schutte and Rose M. Haselmaier, all student nurses.
Rochester after her graduation, to
"I could hardly wait to join I "I haven't completed all the servearn that coveted advanced deall so fascinating. It
them down here," shejaughed. She ices yet.
gre.e.
Sally Schulte is a year behind doesn't yet know what her spe- will he hard to choose a special

ei friends.

cialty will be.

field," she said.

Main Break Sends Water
Splashing High in State St.

THE UNIVERSITY'S MEDICAL CENTER. The
center has developed since the School of Medicine,
Strong Memorial and the Municipal Hogpital were
,established back in the twenties. This view shows

the complete present extent of its buildings. At
left center is the newest, the Rivas Neuro-psychiatric Clinic. At the bottom of the picture are the
Nurses' Home and the temporary housing for

Robert Strong Beavers, pictured in his SeaBee uniform
of World War 2, was first
baby born at Strong. His
birthdate : Jan, 14, 1926, nine
days after hosprtal opened.

students. The central mass of buildings is the
School, the hospitals and the experimental laboratories. An article about the history of Stron ,
written by Arch Merrill, is published on Page 8

Service to humanity is paramount in any but only hints at vast technical operations
hospital. This picture typifies service of I and research which lie behind the walls of
Strong Memorial to in-patient, out-patient fast-growing medical center serving the city.
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Strong Memorial
By ARCH MERRILL

THE

Strong Memorial, Rochester's youngest and largest hospital, was born with a golden spoon in its mouth, a million
dollar check is its hand.
The older hospitals of the city began in stone stables in
frame buildings, in old homesteads,
An additional gift of $1,000,000
and other humble surroundings and .
through years of struggle, grew was announced by Mrs. Gertrude
Strong Achilles and Mrs. Helen
into modern plants:
;Strong Carter, in Memory. of
Not so with the Strong Me- their parents, the late Henry '
morial. A child of the expansive Alvah Strong and Helen Griffin
1920s, it began life on a grand Strong. Henry A. Strong, a manuscale. The story of Strong. and facturer of buggy whips, a
Municipal Hospitals is inseparboarder at the home of George
able from that of the history of Eastman's widowed mother, had
the University of Rochester put $1,000 in the tiny Eastman
' School of Medicine (and Dentis- Dry Plate Company started by
try). They are component parts I
of a great medical center that I his young friend, "Skinny." That
was the hest investment Henry
has spread the fame of Rochester
Strong ever made. It was reto the ends of the earth—because
turned many fold and he became
of its contributions to the science
a multi-millionaire when "Skinof saving lives and alleviating
ny" became a Kodak King.
human suffering.
Plans were drawn for a comPrincely gifts, stemming from
fortunes made from oil and Ko- bined school and hospital with
daks, made possible this $11,000,000 streamlined efficiency the keynote.
medical center on the southern A staff of brilliant doctors from
all over the country, with a heavy
fringe of the
sprinkling of Johns Hopkins men;
city and adjaLAST
was assembled. Dr. George Hoyt.
cent to the new
OF A
Whipple was chosen dean of the
school and Dr. Nathaniel W. FaxRiver Campus
SERIES
on director of the hospital.of the Univer* * *
sity on the rolling acres of a one- THE SITE SELECTED for the
time golf course. This whole vast
enterprise was one fraught
plant beside the Genesee is one of with nostalgic memories for many
Rochester's showplaces, one we a Rochesterian.
proudly exhibit to the visiting fireIn the 1890s after the abandonmen. Time has mellowed it, the ment of the old Driving Park
ivy is beginning to cover the brick where Maud S., queen of trotters,
walls and it has lost its New Look. had raced to Grand Circuit glory
And out-of-towners have come to and a world's record, a half mile
think of Rochester pretty much as track was laid out in the town of

a city that makes precision instruments and men's clothing; as a center of musical culture, as the land
of the lilacs and the home of the
School of Medicine.
*
THE'STORY BEGINS in the year
of 1920, in the wake of the
first World War, the start of 'a
gaudy decade and the flood tide of
the munificense of George Eastman, who was systematically tgiving away in his lifetime the millions he had made out of cameras
and film.
The exact date is elusive but one
day that year Abraham Flexner,
representing the General Education Board of the Rockefeller
Foundation, the gigantic philanthropy set up by Standard Oil
millions, called on Dr. Rush Rhees,
the astute Baptist minister who
was president of the University of
Rechester.
Flexner wondered if Eastman
would be interested in the estab
lishment of a school of medicine
here. Dr. Rhees arranged an interview with the Kodak magnate. At
this meeting Flexner revealed that
the General Education Board was
ready to advance $3,000,000 for
such a school if a like sum were
raised in Rochester. Eastman
asked time to investigate the

proposition and after going into it
with characteristic thoroughness,
summoned Flexner and guaranteed
a personal gift of $4,000,000 and
the raising of another million here
if the Board would match it with
another $5,0001,00. Flexner accepted the proposal—and one of
America's leading medical centers
Was born.

Brighton, off Mt. Hope Ave. It
was called Crittenden Park after
the pioneer family who owned the
land. The name is perpetuated
now in Crittenden Blvd., the street
on which the hospital is located.
Crittenden Park's heydey was
in the early 1900s when it was
a fairgrounds, as well as a race
track site. Many a white haired
resident will recall the July racing meets when special trolleys
ran to the fairgrounds, with
Hebing's Band aboard playing.
"In the Good Old Summertime"
and "Mighty Lak a Rose." History has been made at Crittenden Park. It was there in 1910
that a daredevil barnstormer;
named Eugene Ely flew a fragile, crate-like contraption a few
rods. It was Rochester's first
airplane flight. The old park
also had echoed to the roar of
the racing motorcycles and automobiles in the early days of the
Gasoline Age. '
Its fate was sealed when Governor Hughes drove through legislation outlawing race track betting.
Grass grew on the half-mile track,
fire swept the park buildings and
in time the site was cut up into
building lots. But there was a
large vacant plot on the northern

THE

*

*

FIRST UNIT erected in
1122 was a two-story research
laboratory now known as "The
Animal House." While the main
building was being constructed,
it housed a curious collection of
hardware, plumbing fixtures and
furnishings, besides the desks of
the officials. In the years since
it has housed as varied an assortment of animals as the ones
Noah took into the Ark, among
them alligators, bears, geese,
gophers, kangaroos, mice, mules,
skunks, sheep and snakes — all
serving the cause of medical research, albeit involuntarily.
Borings for foundations were
made with the greatest difficulty
during' the severe winter of 1922-23
when 21/2 feet of snow covered the
ground and Elmwood Avefiue, in
those days virtually a country lane,
was often blocked by drifts.
On Apr. 16, 1923 the first steam
shovel sank its teeth into the
earth and gradually the plant
began to take form. Construction
of the ,IVIunicipal Hospital proceded
along with that of Strong. It was
mainly due to the wisdom of Dr.
George W. Goler, veteran city
health officer, that the Municipal
Hospital became part of the medical center. The old municipal hospital, which had been built in Waring Rd., in the wake of the small-r
pox epidemic of 1902, was inade-!
quate and plans were drawn for

a new building on the same site
when Dr. Goler went to George
Eastman and Rush Rhees with a
suggestion.
He pointed out the advantages
of having a new municipal hospital
adjoining and connecting with the
Strong Memorial, using the Medical
School faculty for the care of the
city patients. A contract was made
between the city and the Univer-1
sity covering the financial structure. The two hospitals are operated under a joint system of medical
care, food service, records and other services.

For 25 years, the contract, drawn
up by the late Walter S. Hubbell,
eminent Rochester attorney, has
been in force without an iota of
friction between the city and the
University. The setup is regarded
as unique and has been studied
by controllers of hospitals in
America and abroad.
Meanwhile, work was started on
the four-story Nurses' Dormitory
across from the main building and
on the Staff House. On Nov. 10,
1924, Dr. Rhe'es lighted the first
fire in the central heating plant of
the medical center and the men's
college and the plume of its smoke
was the symbol of a new order in

education beside the Genesee.
A red letter day was June 14,
1924, Alumni Day in the U. of R.'s
Commencement Week, when the

cornerstone of the new hospital and
school was laid. On the platform
beside Dr. Rhees was Dr. David
Jayne Hill, his distinguished pre.
edge of the old fairgrounds and decessor as president of the Unithere arose the sprawling new versity. Another historic date was
brick school and hospital, severe Sept. 17, 1925, when the Medical
School opened with a class of 22
in its simplicity, ultra modern
carefully picked' students from 13
its equipment.
colleges, representing five states
and one foreign country.

the campaign that ended the second World War was centered here I
—in three buildings along Elmwood
Ave., where in, wartime secrecy 400
*people labored. The work still goes
1
'
on. with a staff of 300.
The mighty new cyclotron (atom l
smasher) being assembled. for •the I
'Navy; the clinic at Le Roy for re-

Sweeping high above pedestrians' heads, these graceful col' umns greet patients, visitors at hospital's main entrance.
At 8:45 on the morning of Jan.
4, 1926, Dr. Faxon unlocked the
massive front doors and declared
the Strong Memorial Hospital formally open for the reception of.
patients. A bevy of doctors and
nurses eagerly awaited Patient
Number One. He came in the
afternoon. His name was Harry
T. Commons and he was a milk
company employe, with a stomach ulcer. Maybe the enthusiasm I
of his welcome overwhelmed him. I
At any rate after his examine,
tion, Commons said he would like
to think it over before entering
as a patient. He recalls sitting
on the front steps of the hospital for a, while doing just that.
The next morning he returned
and became Patient Number One.
He stayed six weeks. Today, still
on the job as the route foreman
for a dairy company, Commons,
who lives at 246 Frost Ave., looks
back proudly .on a January day
22 years ago when he was the
first patient of many thousands to
enter the portals of Rochester's
youngest hospital.
On Jan. 14, 1926, the wails of the
first baby born within its walls
were heard at Strong. It was a boy
who was named Robert STRONG
Beavers, the middle name chosen
because of his birthplace. He Was
the grandson of Andrew W. Nixon
-of West Webster, then pharmacist
at the hospital. Bob Beavers, after
4 years with the Sea Bees in World
War 2, now is attending school in
Boston.
Quick thinking on the part of
'one of its first internes sent the
,name of the new hospital into the
headlines on July 26, 1926. Two
workmen were buried in a cave-in
of a trench being dug along Crittenden Blvd. Fellow workers extricated one of them but feared to

rescue the other because of the
danger of another cave-in: Dr. De
Graff - Woodman arrived *-bt thel
scene; jumped into the trench,
cleared the dirt away '.from the'
head of the imprisoned man so
that he could breathe and with the,
aid of others, freed him.
Pomp and circumstance marked
the formal dedication of the School
of Medicine in the Eastman Theater on Oct. 25-26. Distinguished
scientists from home and abroad
marched in the Academic Procession, including Dr. Friedrich von
Muller of Germany; Dr. Andrew
Balfour of England and Boston's
Dr. Harvey Cushing.
The dedication of the hospital
was more informal. It took"place in,
the main lobby before the fireplace.
Dr. Rhees made a few graceful remarks and one of the donors, Mrs.
Achilles, expressed regret that her
sister was unable to take part in
the event. which their benefactions'
had made possible.
* *
THE REST OF THE STORY
should be familiar to every
Rochesterian. For it is a proud
record and it is known in far
places.
From all over the world scientists have come to the medical center here to study and to learn.
,Many have been refugees from war' torn Europe,
Two members of the staff have
received medicine's greatest accolade—the Nobel Prize. In 1934 a
joint award went to Dr: Whipple,
the tall, quiet-spoken, modest and
forthright Yankee, who has been
dean of the medical school since
its beginning. In 1944 a Nobel*
prize co-winner was Dr. Hend.rik
Dam, Danish-horn senior research
assistant at the school.
The role of the University of
Rochester in the Manhattan,
(atomic) project was a vital and
historic one. The medical phase of

I

search in infantile paralysis and
cerebral palsy; the new $600,000
Psychiatric Clinic, now being constructed, through the $2,734,000 gift
to the school of Mrs. Helen W.
Rivas of the Woodward clan of
Le Roy — these are some of the
more publicized recent developments of this famous medical center, where dogged, painstaking research goes on, day and night, unheralded and unsung.
* * *
THERE'S A MINIATURE city
within the walls of the sprawling
pile on' Rochester's southern rim.
where once the trotters raced and'
the bands played and the crowds'
roared in the brave days of old.
It has its own postoffice, barber
shop, beauty parlor, libraries, laundry, bakery, pharmacy, mechanical
shops and a general stores department, stocking 1,200 items, not to
mention the "Barracks City" that
has grown up around it because
of the housing famine.
There are 3 miles of corridors,
.2,800 doors and 4,000 windows; 326,
beds in Strong and 317 in Municipal, besides 48 bassinettes. Three
!tons of laundry are washed on the
premises daily; 1,000 quarts of milk
are used every day and 10,000 gallons of ice cream made annually.
The average daily turnover is 90,
patients and 400 outpatients. They
emergency department serves some
1,000 patients each month.
Some 1,500 babies are born in
the two hospitals each year;
2,000 persons visit patients daily
and the three telephone switchboards handle 10,000 calls a day.
There are 1,250 employes. During
the war 313 were in the services.
It costs $257 a minute to operate
the center.
So you see it's a mighty big business that the Canadian-horn director, Dr. Basil C. MacLean, a
leader in his field, administers today. Rochester's youngest hospital
-is a Gargantuan infant indeed.
But sheer bigness is not the
only yardstick in the realm of
hospitals—or in any other realm.
Service to humanity is paramount.
In that respect the record in war
and peace of the medical center
that is only 22 years old, is a glittering one. It has the facilities.
It has the know how. And it has
the pioneering spirit.
• -x- * *

EACH OF THE SIX HOSPITALS' of Rochester has

its own personality, its own
traditions, its own distinctive
history.
Soon there will be a seventh.
Along the historic Ridge Road
on the garden-studded borders
of Irondequoit, will rise a new
and long-needed general hospital to serve the North Side and
a populous suburban area.
When it is built Rochester need
take a back seat for no community in the matter of hospital
f acilities.
-

1898-1948
It was a quiet country, those United
States of 1898.
There were no radios. There were no
talkies; the fledgling movies were jerky,
indistinct pictures that called for an aspirin, except that aspirin did not, come
into common use until two years later.
Children scampered to stare at the
rare automobile that jolted down the
street on its solid rubber tires. (There
were no pneumatic tires.)
Blacksmiths flourished on corners
now occupied by filling stations. The
thought of flight in an airplane was
snickered at as a "Jules Verne phantasy':
Television was a pipe dream.
Diabetics prepared to meet their
Maker, for insulin was unknown. No
one argued about vitamins, still some
15 years in the future. Women couldn't
vote in national elections, get a "permanent wave", or eat an ice cream "sundae". Women doctors were ridiculed.
THOSE GOOD OLD DAYS!
March 15th was just another blustery March day, because Uncle Sam
had not yet imposed an Income Tax.

There was no parcel post system to
carry that package to Aunt. Mathilda
on her birthday; no nationwide R.F.D.
to delight the farmer.
There were no cellophane wrappers
.. no oil burners . .. no electric refrigerators or irons.
This was. America as the turn of the
century neared. A slower-paced, easiergoing America, with a population of
just under 76,000,000 (today 145,000,000). A national income of $15,000,000,000 (today over $192,000,000,000).
A national debt of only $1,200,000,000
(today over $245,000,000,000).
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Mine Nearer Geneseo
Editor, Democrat and Chronicle:
In reference to your section,
"Books of the Week," and the
review by Ike Shynook, the Retsof salt mine is over 15 miles
from Warsaw. It would he more
correct to say that it is near Geneseo: which is only 5 miles away.
However, "the largest rock salt
mines in the world" should be
well enough known not to need
such a reference in this locality.
(MISS) ANNE CONWAY.

AN IMPORTANT
INGREDIENT IN FINE WINES

Wine grapes thrive on the exceptionally favorable soil
of the Naples Valley area, and many varieties must grow on
sunny slopes to reach their prime.. So it is that the colorful
beauty of these rolling hills is an important ingredient in
the superb excellence of Widmer's Wines.

NEW YORK STATE

WIDMER'S WINES
WIDME- R'S WINE CELLARS, Inc., NAPLES, N.E.

York State
'Spelunker'
Explained
They call them "spelunker,
those intrepid and uniquely curious folks who like to spend their
time burrowing in the dark, dank
recesses of Mother Earth where
time stands still and nature records its handiwork in many
strange formations of stone. Ideally
suited for their wanderings is
scenic New York State which each
year lures vacationists from all I
parts of the land.
Clay Perry, a former newspaper I
editor and a "spelunker" of many
years' standing, has captured the
fascination of natural caves in two
books, his most recent piece,
Underground Empire (Stephen
Daye Press, New York; 221 pp.,
illustrated; $3.50), presenting a
strong case for the Empire State
as a fruitful field of operations.
Perry begins his peregrinations in
Indian Oven Cave, a world of
underground wonders located in
Dutchess County, where bat fanciers come to collect specimens for
laboratory study. From here he
went on to visit horse-thief caves
and bear dens along the Taconic
range, moving up into historic
;Fort Ticonderoga where repose the
remains of an early Algonquin Indian caveman who was 6 feet, 10
inches tall.
In Pottersville he explored the
Adirondack Natural Stone Bridge
an Caverns whose geological history is the oldest in that region.
The author includes a reference
to Rochester's own Arch Merrill
in a chapter dealing with a curious
cave located in Pittsford, and concludes with a tour of the Retsof
salt mine near Warsaw, which
covers over 1,000 acres, some of its
corridors extending for more than
'a mile and a half in one direction.
Not many writers can match
Clay Perry in combining folklore
with nostalgic charm. •
—IKE SHYNOOK.
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1948

q. W. Vapt

YOUNG PEOPLE'S PARTY
Since 1921 MORE seniors have selected the F. W.
Van Zile Popular Tours than have patronized other
tours. In 1947 over 2,300 seniors from 105 schools

de

CALEDONIA, N. Y.
to
WASHINGTON & NEW YORK
at

Easter, Memorial Day, or in June,

were enrolled. The trip that has pleased the majority
of seniors will best please- you.
WHY THIS ENVIABLE RECORD?
F. W. Van Zile Tours Offer Seniors:
1) A trip well worth the aim of their high school
years, providing the most for EDUCATION and
PLEASURE. In choosing a Van Zile tour seniors
surely avoid the disappointment of a short, inferior
one- or two-day trip or a dull boat ride, or a lonesome one-class trip.
2) The opportunity for making new acquaintances
from every section of New York State. The Van Zile
Tours are FRIENDLY house parties to be remembered.
3) DEPENDABLE service. Seniors believe that
their long anticipated class tour is too valuable to
waste time aimlessly wandering in a big city. They
prefer, the experienced sightseeing service of the
Van Zile Tours.

Following Commencement
For transportation to New York City or Washington
use the railroad beet serving your locality.

ROCHESTER BUSINESS INSTITUTE, CENTRAL CITY BUSINESS INSTITUTE and their affiliated schools at BATAVIA and OSWEGO patronibe VAN ZILE TOURS.

NOTE THESE VAN ZILE NEW TOUR FEATURES which make it a 1948 superior Washington
Tour: 1) One-half day longer in Washington; 2) Additional time at Mt. Vernon, but leave when you wish.
3) More time at museums; 4) Visit Annapolis Tuesday, ONLY day of DRILL! 5) Van Zile experienced
assistants and sightseeing inspectors at each hotel.

6) More licensed guides.
of Itinerary. 8) All taxes

the one low party rate: C
ment, Pan American, A
Rates held close to the 1
for improved guide and k
increases.

THE 1947 EASTER POPUL
The Van Zile Tours offer all the life, enthusiasm and inspiration of a large party and the advantages of being con-

ducted in small groups, dire
assistants and by competent g'

7) Improved arrangement
and admissions included in
:apitol, Mt. Vernon, Monurlington Mansion, etc. 9)
t947 level despite increases
ius service and some hotel

The party offers entertainment at world famous
hotels: the imposing Willard on Pennsylvania Avenue one block from the White House, the beautiful
Raleigh, also on Pennsylvania Avenue, the fine, modern Hotel Annapolis, and the friendly Hotel Houston
one block from Pennsylvania Avenue. Nearby are
excellent cafeterias and the shopping and theatre
districts, a location much superior to that of hotels
far out on M or L Streets or near Union Station.

AR WASHINGTON PARTY
cted by friendly, experienced
aides. Do not go in an inferior,

lonesome, one- or two-school party to gratify the whim of
someone lacking the spirit of youth.

Recently modernized
/ kitchen in the home of
MR. and MRS. SAMUEL MANCUSO
\ 290 Cedarwood Terrace
\ Rochester, New York

Equal opportunity for all is an original
American principle symbolized in the
traditional log cabin of the American pioneer.

4011111*--:;--'4w

PICTURED

here is an old-fashioned cable ferry

DESIGN BY BARTHEL [right] . . . the late Henry Ford at the wheel

pr90

Theatre chairs

a the style shown above were made by American Seating Company at the turn of the century. Many are still giving good service.
*0.
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Remember when thiS was
the world's best movie?
American theatre owners have added to our enjoyment of better entertainment

Train Robbery" in 1903, giving the public the first
movie with a regular plot and story, the foundation
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American progress is nowhere more apparent, or
more significant, than in our school systems.

"Gentlemen, be seated!" With these traditional words the Interlocutor opened the old-time
Minstrel Show, an American Original, this country's unique contribution to the theatre.

JOYRIDE
You wouldn't think so—now. But many folks
called it that, back in 1898
when there were
only ten miles of concrete roads in the whole
United States.
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The Bettmann Archive
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EASTER SERVICES
IN
ROCHESTER EPISCOPAL CHURCHES
ST. LUKE'S

ALL SAINTS'
Winona Blvd. and Chestnut Hill Drive

17 S. Fitzhugh St.

The Rev. Ernest K. Nicholson, Rector
8:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
11:00 A. M.—CHORAL EUCHARIST
4:00 P. M.—CHURCH SCHOOL SERVICE
AND THE , FLOWERING OF THE CROSS

The Rev. Frederick M. Winnie, Rector
Ruth Palmer Sullivan, Organist
8:30 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
11:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
and SERMON
7:30 P. M.—CHURCH SCHOOL PAGEANT

ASCENSION

ST. MARK'S AND
ST. JOHN'S -

Lake Ave. and Riverside St.
The Rev. Stuast G. Cole, Rector
Tom Grierson, Organist
7:00 A. M.—HOLY EUCHARIST
9:00 A. M.—CHORAL EUCHARIST. FAMILY
SERVICE AND JUNIOR CHOIR
10:45 A. 14.—CHORAL EUCHARIST AND
SERMON. PARISH CHOIR.

CHRIST
East Ave. near BroacLway
The Rev. Donald H. Gratiot, Rector
The Rev. Norval Scott, Curate
7:00 A. M.--HOLY EUCHARIST
9:00 A. M.—HOLY EUCHRRIST (WITH
ORGAN AND HYMNS)
11:00 A. M.—FESTAL EUCHARIST AND SERMON. CHOIR OF MEN AND BOYS
4:30 P. M.—CHILDREN'S EASTER SERVICE

EPIPHANY

Culver Road and Rosewood Terrace
The Rev. Frank R. Fisher, Rector
7:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION (NO MUSIC)
8:30 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION (WITH PART
CHOIR)
11:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
and SERMON
SPECIAL MUSIC WITH FULL CHOIR
4:30 P. M.—CHILDREN'S EASTER SERVICE.
RAISING CROSS OF FLOWERS.
PRESENTATION OF LENTEN OFFERING

ST. PAUL'S
East Ave, and Vick Park B.
The Rev. George E. Norton, S.T.D., Rector
The Rev. John R. Scarlett, Curate
7:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
8:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
11:00. A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION (FESTAL)
5:00 P. M.—CHURCH SCHOOL CROSS OF
FLOWERS SERVICE

309 Jefferson Ave.
The Rev. Henry T. Egger, Rector
6:30 A, M.—HOLY COMMUNION
8:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION. FULL CHOIR
11:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION and SERMON. FULL CHOIR. SERVICE BROADCAST
OVER WVET
4:00 P. M.—CHURCH SERVICE

ST. SIMON'S
6 Oregon St.
The Rev. Quintin E. Primo, Jr.. Rector
6:00 A. M.—FESTAL EUCHARIST
10:30 A. M.—DECORATION OF FLORAL
CROSS
11:00 A. Pd.—SOLEMN HIGH CELEBRATION

ST. ANDREW'S
Averill Ave. and Ashland St. ,
The Rev. Stanley Nelson, Vicar
7:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
9:00 A. M.—CHORAL EUCHARIST
11:00 A. M.—PROCESSION AND FESTAL
EUCHARIST
3:00 P. M.—SACRAMENT OF HOLY BAPTISM
4:00 P. M.—CHILDREN'S EASTER SERVICE

ST. GEORGE'S
Lake Ave. and Slutson St.
The Rev. N. C. S. Goldring, Rector
8:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
10:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
and SERMON
4:00 P, M.—CHURCH SCHOOL SERVICE

ST. STEPHEN'S
Chili Ave. and Thorndale Terrace
The Rev. Jerome Kates, D.D., Rector
7:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
8:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION (JUNIOR
CHOIR)
9145 A. M.—CHURCH SCHOOL FESTIVAL
11:00 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
and SERMON

ST. THOMAS'
Winton Rd. S. and Highland Ave.
Canon Arthur R- Cowdery, Rector
8:00 A. M. HOLY EUCHARIST (WITH CHOIR)
9:30 A. M.—HOLY COMMUNION
11:00 A. M.—HOLY EUCHARIST AND SERMON
4:30 P. M.—CHURCH SCHOOL FLOWERING
OF THE CROSS SERVICE

i 105 FOOT FRONTAGE ON N. GOODMAN
NEAR E. MAIN

r.;,r),RNICR

f3RAP7,

POWER PLANT, GENESEE RIVER, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FORD HOTEL, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

THERE ARE ALSO FORD HOTELS IN

Buffalo
75EI Rooms
)
?,e''‘_7(1

Erie
400 Rooms
CcCr rA,veL,
.

Toronto
750 Rooms
C-o).
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Montreal
750 Rooms
k("‘"()"
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